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Dr. Celine E. (Sr. Vinitha)
Professor Emeritus and Director
St.Teresa’s College (Autonomous)
Cochin-11, Kerala, India.

From The
Director’s Desk

A

s we bring out this new edition, it is hopeful to see the resilience and
courage with which academicians and researchers have optimized
the use of digital platforms to continue their work despite many
challenges. TJES has now become an extended space for scholarly

research and writing that constructs discourses that are interdisciplinary. These
discourses will definitely be a formative influence on forging new pathways in
Literary Studies.
All the research papers in this collection embody myriad perspectives on various
facets of English Language and Literature. The topics discussed and the
arguments raised are of contemporary relevance. The authors have identified,
analyzed, and critiqued the various research problems that they have brought
to the forefront. The experience of collating this edition has not been ordinary
as it highlights the creativity and commitment of the scholars who were able to
construct such outstanding enquiries into their respective fields of research
during this turbulent year.
I would also like to appreciate the meticulous efforts of the editorial team who
are able to ensure the timely release of this edition. I take this opportunity to
thank our authors, editors and reviewers who have immensely contributed to
the release of this issue.
In gratitude and prayers!
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Editorial

O

f late, the visuals on our news channels can
easily be mistaken for scenes from some
dystopian fiction. All of our social structures seem to be in flux and from the

screaming news anchors to social media propaganda; one is inundated with an all-pervading sense
of hopelessness. Truth has become fiction and fiction
has become the reality that we see unfolding before
Dr. Latha Nair R.

us. The extensive system of signs that we use to
construct our reality have been hijacked, politicised,

disassembled and put out together in strange new ways. We can see
how language is being manipulated to create a hyperreality that is
becoming increasingly harder to distinguish.
In such times, we need to look deeper, probe farther, and invest in more
interdisciplinary research, bridging the gap between the canon and the
emerging plurality of contemporary texts that signpost the three D’s –
discontinuity, disruption and dislocation. Whether they are explorations,
or experiments in imagining possibilities, these new texts across
disciplines and genres are raising new questions about what it means to
be human. There is an attempt to challenge and argue about the othering
processes which complicate and condition the potentially radical nature
of conventional literary traditions.
contd....... page-6

Editorial Committee:
Editorial Assistant:

Assistant Editor:

Mr. Johnson E.V.

Ms. Lakshmi Priya B.

Dr. C.S. Biju
Dr. Vincent B. Netto
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This edition of TJES brings together articles with diverse theoretical
perspectives, grouped together to share a unique understanding of how
a text situates in itself multiplicity of representations and problematises
the very notion of knowledge itself. These articles transcend the
particularities of their spaces to deepen our understanding of areas such
as eco-femiotics, technological othering, the post-apocalyptic heterotopia
and ethnic identity, while also giving new interpretations to canonical
texts by Shakespeare and Flaubert.
As we wade into uncertain waters, we feel rather like Fitzgerald’s Gatsby,
believing “in the green light, the orgiastic future that year by year recedes
before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter—tomorrow we will
run faster, stretch out our arms farther….” This edition of TJES comes at
the dawn of a new decade, and carries the hopeful voices of young
researchers and academicians across the nation. I’m certain that in the
coming editions too, we shall continue to see the same ebullience of
new ideas as we run faster, stretch out our arms farther.
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Ecofemiotics denotes the conglomeration of Ecofeminism and Semiotics. The proposed Ecofemiotic theory
enables a semiotic/femiotic study of Ecofeminist motifs and patterns in terms of time and space; land,
water, flora, fauna; life worlds and human-nature coexistence; love, motherhood and sisterhood. This
paper attempts to document an innovative Ecofeminist motif index that throws light upon woman-nature
proximity that care and concern for the wellbeing of our planet. Chronos-Fem and Topos-Fem motifs
contribute to Spatio-Temporal relativity, Terra-Fem, Aqua-Fem, Flora-Fem and Fauna-Fem motifs adds
to Naturo-Cultural Density, Pre-fem, Pro-Fem and Pra-Fem motifs signify Oikonomo-Value Intensity
and Philo-Fem, Mater-Fem and Sis-Fem contribute to Spirituo-Physical Gravity. The proposed theory is
supported by illustrations from Indian Classical Literature in translation that include illustrations from
Tamil Akam poetry, Buddhist Therigatha by the Pali nuns and the Sanskrit 'Shakuntala' by Kalidasa. At
the symbolic-cultural level Ecofeminist signs and symbols represent abundance, interconnectedness,
interdependence, inherent worth and cyclical pattern of life. The study explores the eco-pragmatic voices
of women and nature on one level and identifies signs, symbols, similes, metaphors and allegories that
represent alternative forms of earth-centred discourse on the other thereby paving way towards gender
equity and sustainable development.

Keywords: Ecosemiotics, Ecofeminism, Space, Time, Nature-Culture, Gift Economy.
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E

cofemiotics studies women’s signs in
relation to their environment. This
paper explores representations of
Woman-Nature signs characterised by
abundance and benevolence, interconnectedness
and interdependence, inherent worth and cyclical
pattern of life. The proposed EcofeministSemiotic framework called Ecofemiotics is used
as a tool to analyse Indian Classical Literature
that represents life-affirming Ecofeminist signs
and symbols within its ambit. It identifies
women’s voices and nature’s voices as the voice
of Nature/Mother Earth. The study hopes to shed
light on the following questions: a) What are the
nature-woman symbols, motifs, and patterns that
represent woman-nature proximity in select
literature? b) How do the metaphors confirm the
inherent worth of living beings in those texts? c)
What are the ways in which nature-woman
images and symbols uphold interconnectedness
and interdependence of life? d) What is the
relevance of those nature-woman representations
to the contemporary times?

The proposed ecofemiotic theory evolves from
the three-dimensional Akam ethos of Tamil
Cankam literature namely ‘Mutal’ meaning “the
first” or “the beginning,” ‘Karu’ implying “the
centre” or “the embryo” and ‘Uri’ meaning “care”
or “the connection.” Hence, the object and
purpose of the study are as follows: it enables a
semiotic/femiotic study of Ecofeminist motifs and
patterns in terms of (i) Spatio-Temporal Relativity
(ii) Naturo-Cultural Density (iii) OikonomoValue Intensity and (iv) Spirituo-Physical Gravity.
Hence, Ecofemiotics studies the significance of
environmental perception that promotes gender
equity and sustainable living. Each principle
consists of spiritual and scientific dimensions that
aid perception, interpretation, reflection and
affirmative action. Spatio-Temporal Relativity
underscores women’s relation to time, season,
space, elements, direction and heavenly bodies.

Naturo-Cultural Density deals with women’s
alliance with landscape, flora, fauna and totem.
Oikonomo-Value Intensity lays emphasis on the
role and responsibility of women in their life
worlds. Spirituo-Physical Gravity emphasizes the
importance of relationships. All the four
principles emerge from the three-dimensional
ethos of Akam poetry namely Mutal meaning “the
first/the beginning” (Time and Seasons), Karu
meaning “the embryo/the centre” (Land, fauna,
flora and life worlds) and Uri meaning “care/
kinship/relationship” form the basis of this
Ecofeminist thought. Indian Classical Literature
has ample scope and evidence for ecofemiotic
analysis and interpretation. The women in these
texts live in close proximity with Nature and
represent the qualities of Mother Nature. They
are nurturers and care-givers yet dynamic, strong
women with the spirit of Shakthi emulating the
all-pervading feminine principle called Prakriti
or the omnipotent Bhuvana or Gaia. They promote
the spirit of interconnectedness and interdependence and acknowledge the sacredness of
life.
Evolution of Thought
Ecofemiotics attempts to unite science with
spirituality with a purpose to rebuild a world of
well being and peaceful coexistence. World
renowned environmental philosophers and
activists like Fritjof Capra and Vandana Shiva
started their career as physicists. The Deep
Ecologist thinker Fritjof Capra claimed that there
are close connections between the principles of
physics and those of eastern wisdom and
philosophies. On the other hand physicists like
Einstein understood the value of Nature. “I like
to experience the universe as one harmonious
whole. Every cell has life. Matter, too, has life; it
is energy solidified. The tree outside is life... The
whole of nature is life... The basic laws of the
universe are simple, but because our senses are
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limited, we can’t grasp them. There is a pattern
in creation” (Web). Fritjof Capra’s theory on the
relationship of western physics and eastern
mysticism explains the relation between physics,
metaphysics and the universe. ‘The Dance of
Shiva’ by Ananda Coomaraswamy that Capra
alludes to in his ‘The Tao of Physics’ explains the
relation between physics and Indian mysticism.
But Shiva is also the god who considered one half
of himself as Shakthi. Like the primordial feminine
principle called Prakriti and her companion
Purusha, Shiva and Shakthi represent the
Arthanareeshwarar (Shiva and Shakthi as one
organic being), symbolising the complementary
nature of both genders. The identification of Akam
as the microcosm of the macrocosm, the sacred
in Nature forms a pertinent goal of Ecofemiotic
analysis in this study. The ecofemiotic
understanding of Nature promises a world view
characterised by sensitivity and spirituality that
promotes the wellbeing of life on this Earth.
Hence, the foundational principles of Ecofemiotics are viewed through the lens of physical
sciences namely relativity, density, intensity and
gravity.
Ecofemiotics is nourished by the vitality and
verve of the Tamil Tinai cosmos. Tinai is an order
of community life found among early Tamils and
people in the world at large. Its characteristic
feature is its emphasis on land-life relationship.
Tinai theory is an eco-critical tool to understand
the society of Tamil people during the Cankam
period. It is an eco-critical philosophy identified
by Dr. Nirmal Selvamony that represents the
human-nature kinship in Tamil poetry. Within the
Tinai fabric Ecofemiotics attempts to study the
Akam rubric that conglomerates with the
Ecofeminist school of thought.
Ecofeminist Fabric Semiotic Rubric
Ecofeminism is a holistic theory and praxis that
promotes care and concern for the wellbeing of

life on earth. “Ecofeminism asserts the special
strength and integrity of every living thing,”
states Ynestra King (Mies and Shiva Ecofeminism
4). Ecofemiotics as an Ecofeminist-Semiotic
ideology and praxis aims to bring about change
in consciousness of the people thereby influencing the political action and spiritual
practices across the world. This study attempts
to throw light on the pre-patriarchal, patriarchal
and post-patriarchal worldviews that were
prevalent during the Cankam period of Tamilnadu especially with reference to Akam poetry.
The prehistoric traditions worshipped Nature as
gods and goddesses. Cankam poetry abounds
with signs, symbols and motifs that are less
anthropocentric and more earth-centric. The
Ecofemiotic approach helps us to unravel the
worldly wisdom and environmental consciousness of people in relation to Eco-Fem themes,
motifs and patterns in Indian Classical Literature.
Ecosemiotics attempts to make meaning out of
the connection between the natural world and
human understanding. In this study, semiotics is
used as a methodology. Eco-semiotics is the
study of signs in relation to Nature and Culture.
In contrast to Saussure’s dyadic model of
semiotics where the sign consists of a signifier
and signified, Peirce formulated a three-part
triadic model consisting of an interpretant,
representamen, and an object. Subsequently,
Peirce recreated the ecosemiotic model with the
three dimensions: text as a sign, the object in an
environment and the interpretant which includes
the contextual meaning of the landscape.
According to Siewers, Ecosemiotics developed
from the roots in nineteenth and early twentieth
century American pragmatism and biological
studies in Europe’s eastern Baltic region and the
Native American cultural values indirectly
helped to shape Peirce’s Pragmatism. (8)
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Semiotics has an important synthesizing
function, seeking to study meaningmaking and representation in cultural
artifacts and practices of whatever kind
on the basis of unified principles, at its
best counteracting cultural chauvinism
and bringing some coherence to communication theory and cultural studies.
(Chandler 223)
In this study, Ecofemiotics attempts to make
meaning out of the connection between the
natural world and human understanding. As a
branch of environmental humanities it seeks to
explore the environmental values prevalent in
literature down the ages. Some of the key
principles of Ecosemiotics according to Maran
and Kull are: the structure of ecological communities is based on semiosic bonds; living organisms change their environment on the basis of
their own images of that environment; semiosis
regulates ecosystems. Meaning-making both
stabilizes and destabilizes them; the environment
as a spatial-temporal manifestation of an
ecosystem functions as an interface for semiotic
and communicative relations; and the concept of
culture is incomplete without an ecological
dimension. A theory of culture is incomplete
without the ecosemiotic aspect (45-46). Within the
Tinai framework, Akam poetry represents the
nucleus from where life originates. The inert
matter in the environment gains Shakthi when
sacredness is endowed upon it. This confirms the
Ecofeminist view point that the “planets are alive,
as all their by-products or expressions, such as
animals, vegetables, minerals, climatic and
meteorological phenomena.” (Gottlieb 364) Thus,
through Ecofemiotics, this Ecofeminist strand of
Shakthi/energy connects the signs with science in
this research.

Ecofeminist Semiotics - Framework and
Methodology
Ecofemiotics is identified as an Ecofeminist study
of signs that affirm life on this planet. As Thomas
Sebeok puts it, “the phenomenon that distinguishes life forms from inanimate objects is
‘semiosis.’ (3) According to him there are six types
of signs: the ‘symptom’ which refers to
intellectual, emotional and social phenomena;
the ‘signal’ that indicate bird and animal signals
and human signals and signalling systems for
social purposes. The next three types of signs
are ‘icons,’ ‘indexes’ and ‘symbols’ from Peirce’s
classification of signs. As Peirce put it, ‘the
universe . . . is perfused with signs, if it is not
composed exclusively of signs’ (Peirce 1931–58,
5.449n.). There is no escape from signs. Those
who cannot understand them and the systems of
which they are a part are in the greatest danger
of being manipulated by those who can. In short,
semiotics cannot be left to semioticians. (225)
Ecofemiotics enables the identification of EcoFem motifs as life-affirming signs that contribute
to the healing of our planet Earth.
The proposed Ecofemiotic framework is
characterized by (i) Spatio-Temporal relativity (ii)
Naturo-Cultural density (iii) Oikonomo-Value
Intensity and (iv) Spirituo-Physical gravity:
Shakthi/Energy the all-pervading principle
connects, inter-connects and reconnects the Oikos
with the Cosmos. Quite specifically, the study
focuses on the identification of Eco-Fem motifs
that uphold interconnectedness, inter-dependence and intrinsic value of life.
The Spatio-Temporal Relativity (STR) consists of
three components: space, time, season and
relativity. The word ‘relativity,’ in Tamil deals
with connections or attachments. Albert
Einstein’s theory of relativity deals with the
fundamental concepts of space, time, matter,
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Fig. 1- The Ecofemiotic Framework visualised by the Researcher in this Study
energy, and gravity. In his essay ‘Of Other Spaces:
Utopias and Heterotopias,’ Michel Foucault
explains, how gardens become heterotopias, “the
heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single
real place several spaces, several sites that are in
themselves incompatible” (6) and he further
elaborates, “The garden is the smallest parcel of
the world and then it is the totality of the world.
The garden has been a sort of happy, universalizing heterotopia since the beginnings of
antiquity (our modern zoological gardens spring
from that source).” (6) The central subject of
gardens is different kinds of Flora and they
attempt to integrate the compatible and
incompatible aspects with their presence. Nirmal
Selvamony defines the space/setting known as
“Kalam as Heterotopia.” In this study, the
dimensions of space and place are explored in
the context of Akam as the microcosm of the
macrocosm. Akam is a sacred space to women,

men and children. The metaphorical space adds
more value to the realistic space. People lived in
close harmony with the landscape, flora and
fauna. Rachel Carson begins her magnum opus
‘Silent Spring’ with the following words:
The history of life on earth has been a
history of interaction between living
things and their surroundings. To a large
extent, the physical form and the habits
of the earth’s vegetation and its animal
life have been moulded by the environment. Considering the whole span of
earthly time, the opposite effect, in which
life actually modifies its surroun-dings,
has been relatively slight. Only within
the moment of time represented by the
present century has one species—man—
acquired significant power to alter the
nature of his world (5).
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Human beings are complex living creatures who
try to comprehend the world through time and
space. Apart from the earthly time, the human
interpretation of time depends upon their
observations and experiences. Depending upon
sunrise and sunset they defined day, night, dawn
and dusk. According to Tolkaapiyam, “Mutarporul is Aspects of land and time” (Murugan 374)
understood by human beings. By exploring the
Eco-Fem motifs such as Chronos-Fem (Time) and
Topos-Fem (Space) the ecofemiotic study reveals
the interstitial spaces and the temporal aspects
of the sacred that allow humans to respect and
revere life on this planet.
As energy is central to Einstein’s theory of
Relativity, Shakthi the all-pervading cosmic
principle unites the other aspects of this poetic
relativity. Love is at the core of Akam poetry, a
love for other fellow human beings and other non
human living beings. Shakthi as an Ecofeminist
principle is characterised by love, care, nonviolence and peaceful coexistence that existed in
the pre-patriarchal, pre-industrial societies across
the world. Within the Akam cosmos women do
not have a secondary status. The heroine, her
friend, the mother and the foster-mother have a
definite conscious voice in Akam poetry. The
Flora-Fem and Fauna-Fem motifs confirm that the
eco-sensitivity they have towards other
nonhuman living beings gets translated into
harmonious relationships among the human
species.
The Naturo-Cultural Density is the second
dimension of the Ecofemiotic framework that
consists of four aspects: nature, culture, sign and
density. Density is the mass of a unit volume of a
material substance. The density of the conscious
word of the poet and the poet persona that care
for the environment is identified at this level. The
Naturo-Cultural Density depends upon the
representation of ecological images, symbols and

motifs that highlight human-nature proximity.
The Naturo-Cultural Sign Density (NCD) of the
poem is determined by the motifs and patterns
that deal with Karu - landscape, fauna and flora
and life worlds. It throws light upon the human
– nature affiliation in relation to their life worlds.
A poem may have one or more of the three
symbolic categories. Discourses from across the
world that represent pre-patriarchal, indigenous,
alternative worldviews have Naturo-Cultural
Density. The signs and symbols, motifs and
patterns, images and metaphors as Terra-Fem
(Land), Aqua-Fem (Water), Flora-Fem (Plants)
and Fauna-Fem (Animals) represent the NCD of
a particular community or group.
In the age of anthropocene, from a radical
feminist perspective, the house is often
considered as the patriarchal space. Hence, this
spiritual Ecofeminist study bases its foundational
principles of Akam in the pre-anthropocene era
when the home was a sacred space where human
beings respected the spiritual element of one
another beyond their day to day conflicts. EcoFem patterns help us to understand the
connections and interconnections. The ecocritical
themes and motifs of interconnectedness,
interdependence and the deep ecological belief
in the intrinsic value of life are identified in the
eco-discourse that adds more gravity to the text
and the context. When a poem has more relativity
through ecological representations it contributes
to more Naturo-Cultural Density. It is identified
through the Eco-Fem themes and motifs of
interconnectedness, interdependence and
intrinsic value of life. Furthermore, these ecodiscourses uphold the consciousness of human
and non-human living beings characterized by
the inherent will or power called Shakthi, spirit
of non-violence called Ahimsa and a culture of
integration and peace known as Shanthi. Our
planet Earth as one organic living being called
Gaia or Bhoomi seems to represent NaturoCultural Sign Density.
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In the age of anthropocene, from a radical feminist perspective, the house is often considered as
the patriarchal space. Hence this spiritual
Ecofeminist study bases its foundational
principles of Akam in the pre-anthropocene era
when the home was a sacred space where human
beings respected the spiritual element of one
another beyond their day to day conflicts. The
identification of Oikonomo-Value Intensity
underscores the significance of women’s
unrecognised contribution to the functioning of
the planet. The recognition of the contribution of
women and men who are involved in their
household work reflect Genevieve Vaughan’s
concept of Gift Economy in this study. In an
interview by Prof. Rajani Kanth (January 2018)
Genevieve Vaughan explains that, “A Gift
Economy is the material interaction of a
community based on the direct provisioning of
needs without the mediation of exchange” (Web).
In the proposed Ecofeminist theory the gift
economy of both Mother Earth and her
daughters, in other words the nature theory are
problematized and examined through the
Ecofeminist-semiotic framework. The livelihood
and life world of human beings within the Tinai
cosmos are explored further through the three
dimensions: Pre-Fem, Pro-Fem and Pra-Fem
patterns.
The Naturo-Cultural Density (NCD) and the
Oikonomo-Value Intensity (OVI) of a text result
in the recognition of the Spirituo-Physical Gravity
(SPG). The word ‘gravity’ denotes the power that
makes objects fall toward the earth and at this
point the energy or Shakthi that resides at the core
of the floral motif aligns with the gravitational
pull of the universe reinstating the importance
of being simple, down to Earth and the need to
go in search of roots. In physics, the centre of
gravity is an imaginary point in a body of matter
where the total weight of the body may be
thought to be concentrated. In this study Shakthi

is identified as the focal point that helps human
beings to maintain their equilibrium. Furthermore, Ahimsa or non-violence is considered as
Stree Shakthi that helps a woman maintain her
balance and equilibrium.
The word ‘gravity’ denotes the power that makes
objects fall toward the earth and at this point the
energy or Shakthi aligns with the gravitational
pull of the universe reinstating the importance
of being simple, down to Earth and the need to
go in search of roots. In physics, the centre of
gravity is an imaginary point in a body of matter
where the total weight of the body may be
thought to be concentrated. In this study Shakthi
is identified as the focal point that helps human
beings to maintain their equilibrium. Furthermore, Ahimsa or non-violence permeates as Stree
Shakthi to help a woman maintain her balance and
equilibrium. The personae in Akam poetry are:
Woman in love, the heroine who is called talaivi
or kilatti; Man in love, the hero who is called
talaivan or kilavan; Man’s friend, pankan; who
functions mainly as the hero’s listener and is often
described as a charioteer of the hero; woman’s
friend, tozhi or panki who is the daughter of the
foster mother of the heroine and her closest friend
and is sympathetic towards the heroine’s love
affair; Heroine’s mother Narray and her foster
mother Cevili taay and courtesan parattai or
kamakilatti. In Akam poetry there is a speaker
(kurru) and listener/listeners (ketpor). Mothers
and sisters play a major role and have compelling
voices in Akam poetry. Women help the
environment and other life forms to maintain the
centre of gravity of Akam as well as Puram in the
Tinai cosmology. Philo-Fem motifs uphold love
for fellow human beings that include spousal,
familial and philanthropic relationships. MaterFem indicates the love of mothers and fathers
who show maternal care. Sis-Fem communicates
sisterhood and bonding between human beings
and also Nature.
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Ecofemiotics- Analysis and Interpretation
Across the ages, Classical Indian Literature
abounds with Eco-Fem motifs. For example
Kalidasa’s Shakuntala provides a rich repertoire
of images, symbols and metaphors that celebrate
the sisterhood connection between women and
Flora. In Act I of the play Anusuya exclaims, “Oh,
Shakuntala! Here is the jasmine-vine that you
named Light of the Grove. She has chosen the
mango-tree as her husband” (10). Priyam-vada
utters, “She is thinking how the Light of the
Grove has found a good tree and hoping that she
will meet a fine lover” (10). Shakuntala replies
“She is my sister. Why shouldn’t I give her
water?” These lines not only show the bonding
among the three women but they also highlight
the proximity between women and Nature. In
terms of Spatio-Temporal Relativity Shakuntala
as a woman in the forest lives in close proximity
with Nature. She reveres the intrinsic value of
Nature and the identification of Flora-Fem and
Fauna-Fem motifs helps us to acknowledge
interconnectedness and interdependence thereby
exhibiting Naturo-Cultural Density. Through the
act of procreation she contributes to the
continuation of life which goes unrecognised by
the patriarchal society, the Pro-Fem aspect which
can be studied through the Oikonomo-Value
Intensity. Ultimately, there is recognition of PhiloFem, and Sis-Fem motifs that contribute to
Spirituo-Physical Gravity.
In ‘Therigatha’ by Pali Buddhist nuns, women
find refuge under the trees in times of distress.
.
Sumangala’s Mother sings “So freed! So freed!/
So thoroughly freed am I—/from my pestle,/my
shameless husband/and his sun-shade making,/
my moldy old pot/ with its water-snake smell./
Aversion and passion/ I cut with a chop./ Having
come to the foot of a tree,/ I do jhâna, from the
bliss thinking: “What bliss!” (1-12). The woman
seeks enlightenment under a tree free from day

to day drudgery. The tree is common to both man
and woman and whoever seeks tran-scendence
may attain in the foot of the tree. These songs
represent the connection between the house
and the home. The house as a patriarchal space
poses restrictions. The women offer alternative
spaces and time through Chronos-Fem and
Topos-Fem motifs which can be studied using the
Spatio-Temporal Relativity, the woman-nature
proximity that empowers them to move from a
state of immanence to tran-scendence through
Flora-Fem motifs that indicate Naturo-Cultural
Density, the projection of unrecognised labour
and misery as Pre-Fem and Pro-Fem motifs in
relation to Oikonomo-Value Intensity and the
longing for spiritual relationships and peaceful
coexistence through Philo-Fem motifs in relation
to Spirituo-Physical Gravity.
In Akam poetry, the nonhuman living beings and
non-living beings have a role to play in the
functioning of the planet. In Kuruntokai Poem
40 by Cempulap Peyanirar celebrates human love
in relation to the harmonious integration of the
elements of nature. The hero exclaims, “your
mother and my mother,/ how are they related?/
Your father and my father,/ what are they to/one
another?/ You and I,/ how do we know each
other?/ Like the rain/and red earth,/our loving
hearts are mingled/as one” (Balakrishnan 53).
The “rain” and “red earth” are signs of life,
fertility and procreation and indicate Terra-Fem
and Aqua-Fem motifs. Through Pro-Fem motifs,
this study affirms that procreation is not just a
physical act but a symbolic and spiritual act.
Likewise, in Poem 3 in Kuruntokai by Tevakulattar underscores the human perception of the
environment in relation to her/his home and the
“exterior ” world. It highlights the heroine’s
eternal love for the hero. She metaphorically
exclaims that her love is “wider than this earth,
higher than the sky and unfathomably deeper
than the sea!” (Balakrishnan 5). In both the
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poems, the Terra-Fem motifs underscores
mutualism and symbiosis as it enriches the
cyclical process of life benefiting from the water
bodies such as rain and rivers. Similarly, In
Kurinci poem 373 by Maturai Kollan Pullan
compares true love to the elements in nature.
“My friend/The earth may change its position;/
Water and fire may change their properties too; /
The vast ocean of shining waves may go dry;/ But
our kinship with the lord of the high-peaked
mountain/Will never die for fear...” (Balakrishnan
518). The poem represents the human understanding of the environment in relation to her/
his home and the “exterior” world. The earth,
sky and the ocean as elements of nature signify
magnitude and abundance. The modern
Ecofeminist philosophies reflect this connection
as, “people ask me if I believe in the Goddess. I
reply, ‘Do you believe in the rocks? ...we connect
with Her; through the moon, the stars, the ocean,
the earth, trees, animals, through other human
beings, through ourselves. She is here. She is
within us all” (Gottlieb 318).
Conclusion
The sacred within the Akam contributes to the
sacred in the Akilam/universe. Time, season and
space in the poem indicate Spatio-Temporal
Relativity, the organic connection between
human beings and nature indicate NaturoCultural Density, the connection between Ecology
and Gaia-centred Economy through OikonomoValue Intensity, the genuine love between the
hero and the heroine indicate Spirituo-Physical
Gravity and together they contribute to the lifeaffirming values of interconnectedness,
interdependence and intrinsic value of life. Akam
is an organic cosmos where love unites the sky
and the earth on one level and the kinship on
another level.

By juxtaposing the ecological crisis and
environmental chaos of the contemporary times
that has resulted from consumerism and
commodification, fragmentation and reductionism, monoculture and a worldview of
scarcity with the alternative worldviews of
wellbeing, subsistence and sustainable perspective the proposed Ecofeminist-semiotic
approach creates a roadmap with alternative
earth-centred worldviews and eco-critical
consciousness. Drawing inspiration from science
and spirituality, the Ecofeminist-semiotic praxis
attempts to synthesize the physical matter with
the spiritual matters, the ecological signs with life
science and ecology with Earth-centred economy
for the well-being of Mother Earth and all her
children.
The Ecofemiotic tool in this study attempts to
challenge the dominant ideologies of the
anthropocene era that have contributed to the
ecological and economic chaos and re-bridge the
dichotomies that separate nature from culture,
man from woman, self and the other, the
mindscape and the landscape, humans and
nonhumans, the home from the outside world.
Woman-nature proximity affirms the belief that
woman power is nature power and vice versa. It
explores the fluidity of nature, culture, gender
and sacred as parts of the larger whole, the Akilam
(the universe). The transition from the Akam to
the Akilam happens when human beings turn
inward and explore the interior, the heart and
the home/oikos in relation to the larger home/
our cosmos. Emerging from the seeds of
indigenous nature-centred philosophies Ecofemiotics can be understood as a theory and
practice that promotes planetary consciousness.
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Hamlet's ireful words hurled on Ophelia and her tearful bearing with them lie at the center of
what is popularly dubbed the 'Nunnery' Scene of Hamlet. Hamlet's rather crush treatment of Ophelia
in the scene has been explained variously by Dover Wilson, Helen Gardner and T.N. Sen, mainly
by way of looking for the reason why the prince of Denmark (and of words!) should treat his
beloved the way he does. It can be claimed that the whole dialogue between them can be critiqued
from the angle of Speech-Act, an angle which views utteranees as 'performative acts.' This short
paper makes use of the theory, developed by Austin and later expanded by Searle, which basically
says that in speaking or writing a number of distinguishable kinds of 'speech-acts' are performed,
and the most interesting ones of them are the illocutionary and perlocutionary acts. It will be
argued that the interplay of these two acts in the Hamlet-Ophelia dialogue generates a note of
irony which the critics referred to above have failed to notice.

Keywords: Speech-Act, Locution, Constatives, Performatives, Illocutionary Act, Perlocutionary Act.
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The Scene and Its Critics
Act III, Sc.1 of Shakespeare’s Hamlet is popularly
known as the ‘Nunnery’ Scene because of
Hamlet’s repeated use of the word ‘nunnery’ as
a double entendre in his tirade hurled on Ophelia:
Hamlet
Get thee to a nunnery. Why would of thou
be a breeder of sinners? […] We are arrant
knaves, all; believe none of us. Go thy
ways to a nunnery (Davies 155-7).
Get thee to a nunnery, go, farewell. […]
To a nunnery, go; and quickly too (157).
I say we will have no more marriage: those
that are married already, all but one shall
live […]. To a nunnery, go (157).
ven a sophomore class knows it well
that Hamlet’s habit of punning is at
work here: by ‘nunnery’ he is meaning both a ‘convent’ and a ‘brothel’
(as in Elizabethan slang). It has long been a critical
pleasure and convenience to dub the ‘Nunnery’
Scene.

E

What happens in this scene is fairly easy to
summarize. Hamlet puts an end to his famous
‘To be, or not to be’ soliloquy as he chances upon
Ophelia who has been stationed there by her
father, Polonius, with a view to returning to the
prince the gifts he gave her. Whether or not
Hamlet has suspected Polonius’s game plan, ‘Fair’
Ophelia’s perfunctory enquiry followed by her
blatant return of the gifts infuriate Hamlet into
embarking upon crushing verbal violence against
his sweetheart. Much of Hamlet’s ‘cruel’ words
remain semantically unreachable to Ophelia, but
that she is being lambasted is all too clear to her.
Hamlet leaves, and Ophelia bursts into tears,
thinking that he has really become mad.
Hamlet’s treatment of Ophelia in the ‘Nunnery’
Scene has been variously explained. For example,

here is Dover Wilson’s interpretation as
summarized by T.N. Sen (1972):
Dr. Dover Wilson would motivate
Hamlet’s sudden fury against Ophelia by
positing an earlier entry for him in Act II
se. ii, and thus making him overhear
Polonius’s scheme about “loosing his
daughter to him”. […] his fury against
Ophelia personally would be the result
of his knowledge that she was a decoy
(152).
This argument can be supported by lines form
the play, for Hamlet suddenly asks Ophelia
“Where is your father?” To which Opehia
responds with a lie, says that he is at home. An
enraged, Hamlet curses her, predicts a disaster
for her dowry. He tells her again to go to a
nunnery.
Helen Gardner finds fault with Dover Wilson’s
view and argues that
[…] such an interpretation goes against
the usual Shakespearean technique in the
matter of overhearing. […] it is in quite
consonance with the whole rhythm of the
play that Hamlet’s fury against Ophelia
should be unmotivated […](qtd in Sen
152).
T.N. Sen differs from both Dover Wilson and
Helen Gardner, and puts forward a psychological
interpretation that takes into account Hamlet’s
state of mind before he meets Ophelia in the
‘Nunnery’ Scene. His mother ’s conduct has
already led him to generalize “Frailty, thy name
is woman!” (Davies 49), and the generalization
is being reconfirmed by Ophelia in the ‘Nunnery’
Scene as she returns his gifts. In Sen’s opinion, at
the very beginning of the dialogue between the
two lovers,there “[…] is a situation fraught with
possibilities. If only Ophelia can rise to it;” (155).
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Sen detects the possibility of convergence in
Hamlet’s holy murmur:
Nymph, in thy orisons
Beall sins remembered (Davies 153).
Sen argues that Ophelia spoils the possibilities
of reunion right from her very first utterances
“How does your honour for this many a day?”:
Many a day! But she had met Hamlet only
the day before. […] this “many a day” […]
lends almost a touch of fatality to the
situation. […] The expression hurts
Hamlet in two ways. For one thing, it is a
lie (to Hamlet, of course: Ophelia does not
know what she says). […] For another, the
expression gives the feeling of a great
distance between Hamlet and Ophelia
[…] (Sen 155). (emphases added)
To sum up, Hamlet’s behaviour in the ‘Nunnery’
Scene is for Dover Wilson simply due to a foreknowledge that the prince chances upon; for
Helen Gardner, it is quite consistent with his
volatility – a trait that too often surfaces in the
play. And for Sen, it is the product of the disparity
between Hamlet’s acute sensitivity not only to
situations but also to characters and the words
they use on one hand and Ophelia’s naiveté and
callousness on the other. What Sen says
parenthetically in the passage quoted (and
emphasized) above, therefore, justifies the
applicability of the speech-act theory to a rereading of Hamlet’s treatment of Ophelia or vice
versa.
Words as Action: Speech-Act
The ordinary-language philosopher John Austin
developed the speech - act theory which he described most fully in his book How to Do Things
with Words, published posthumously in 1962, and
which was laterfurther explored and elaborated

by philosophers of the ilk like John Searle and
H.P. Grice. The basic point about the speech-act
theory is that utterances (written or spoken) are
performative acts. As Beckson and Ganz put it:
[…] speech act theory posits the idea that
language is concerned with a broader
significance than its “truth” or “falsity”.
The purpose of “performatives”- that is,
statements that accomplish an act – is not
to describe or to inform (1991, 261).
A ‘locution’ according to the speech- act theory,
is the act of uttering a sentence. Initially, Austin
thought of two broad types of locutions:
[…] constatives (sentences that assert
something about a fact or state of affairs
and are judged to be true or false) and
performatives (sentences that are actions
which accomplish something, such as
questioning promising, praising and so
on) (Abrams 278).
As Austin worked further on the theory, he grew
rather skeptical about this sharp division, and his
disciple Searle expanded the categories into four :
[…] in speaking or writing we perform
simultaneously three, and sometimes
four, distinguishable kinds of “speech
acts”. (1) We utter a sentence; Austin
called this act a “locution.” (2) We refer
to an object, and predicate something
about that object. (3) We perform an
illocutionary act. (4) Often, we also
perform a perlocutionary act (Abrams
278).
The otherwise stativeness of an utterance may
contain any of the many possible speech acts like
questioning, commanding, thanking, promising,
threatening, etc. The main focus of an illocutionary act is not on its truth-value but whether
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or not the act has been performed satisfactorily
or successfully. Beekson and Ganzcite the classic
example given by Austin:
As an example, Austin uses the context of
the marriage ceremony. With the ultimate
question: “Do you take this woman to be
your lawful wife?” The response does not
involve a description but an act, an event
that is not logically “true” or “false” but
successful or unsuccessful (261).
So, when Hamlet answers Ophelia’s query as to
how he has been all these days, he performs an
illocutionary act: “I humbly thank you; well, well,
well”(Davies 153). The repetition of ‘well’ may
be a banter on Ophelia’s forgetfulness as pointed
out by Sen. Likewise when Ophelia asks Hamlet
to take back his ‘remembrances,’ he sharply
replies : “No, not I;/I never gave you aught” (153).
The illocutionary force falls on the word ‘you,’
and the implication may be that it was a different
Ophelia altogether whom he had given ‘aught.’

If an illocutionary act has an effect on the
actions or state of mind of the hearer
which goes beyond merely understanding what has been said, it is also a
perlocutionary act. Thus, the utterance “I
am going to leave you,” with the
illocutionary force of a warning, may not
only be understood as such, but have (or
fail to have) the additional perlocutionary
effect of frightening the hearer. […] some
perlocutionary effects may be intended
by the speaker; others occurwithout the
speaker’s intention, and even against that
intention. (278-9)
The extract of the dialogue given above clearly
showcases the perlocutionary force in operation.
But it is there almost throughout their conversations in the scene, and Ophelia is almost always
at a loss asto what Hamlet means. She simply fails
to track his illocutionary shift from “I did love
you once” (Davies 155, l. 115) to “I loved you not”
(l. 119) in a narrow span of five lines.
The perlocutionary force of Hamlet’s utterances
is so heavy on the ‘Nymph’ that she seeks
Heaven’s help: “O, help him, you sweet heavens!”
(l. 134), “O heavenly powers, restore him!” (l.
142). The word ‘restore’ should be retrieved while
reading the fine elegy she utters as he leaves the
stage:

“What means your lordship?”
Hamlet
Ha, ha! Are you honest?
Ophelia
My lord?

O, what a noble mind is here o’erthrown!
*

Hamlet

*

*

Th’ observ’d of all observers – quite, quite
down!

Are you fair?

*

Ophelia
What means your lordship? (Davies 155)

*

Like sweet bells jangled, out of tune and
harsh;
*

An illocutionary act may sometimes turn out to
be a perlocutionary act. As Abrams puts it:

*

*

*

Blasted with cestary. (Davies, 157 – 9)
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The final irony with which the lovers’ quarrel
ends is that if Hamlet for Ophelia is ‘Blasted with
ecstasy,’ she can be deeply saddened by what he
says but his words can by no means hurt her as
sane people are suspected to take ‘insane’ words
with some grains of salt! The illocations /
perlocutions in the Hamlet-Ophelia discourse
construct a pair of parallel railway lines that are
never to meet – although they do so, only in
illusion, as they disappear into the horizon – even
in infinity.
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It is a commonly accepted fact that mythology created and interpreted by patriarchy has contributed
significantly in perpetrating women's marginality and inferiority. Of late, women writers have started
to retell the mythological stories subverting the traditional androcentric interpretations. Sarah Joseph
has carved a niche for her as a writer-activist for the downtrodden among the down trodden in Kerala.
Her Ramayana stories "Thaikulam" (Mother Clan), "Asoka," and "Karutha Thulakal" (Black Chinks)
are notable for the retelling of them from the perspective of Surppanaka, Sita and Manthara respectively
subverting the canonical and patriarchal interpretations. Joseph creatively tampers with the well-known
mythological stories to adapt them for her purpose of resisting patriarchy through literary
representation. She imaginatively recreates the myths through transmotivization, transfocalisation
and extrapolation from a woman's perspective and exposes the gender politics underlying them.

Keywords: Demythologisation, Mythopoeia, Transmotivization, Transfocalisation, Extrapolation.
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F

eminism which emerged as a resi-

and finding alternatives for heterosexual

stance against patriarchal oppression

relationships, re-telling of the mythological

perpetuated against women through

stories from a feminist, and sometimes a

various power structures has under-

subaltern feminist perspective, plays an

gone radical changes in the postmodern, post-

important role. This paper is an attempt to read

structuralist and postcolonial concepts including

Sarah Joseph’s Ramayana stories “Thaikulam”

into its fold myriad issues related to women’s

(Mother Clan), “Asoka” and “Karutha Thulakal”

lives and representations. Literary representa-

(Black Chinks) from a feminist perspective as

tions of the experiences of women by themselves

attempts for demythologization, subverting the

have given birth to a paradigm shift in creative

canonical and patriarchal interpretations.

writing, bringing women to the centre from the
margins and making her subject rather than

Sarah Joseph is the most distinguished woman

object.

writer in Malayalam who has been championing
the cause of the marginalized women through

The female phase of women’s writings is marked

her novels Aalahaudepenmakkal (Daughters of

with the creation of a new canon of literature in

God), Maattathi (Washer-woman),Othappu

a new language challenging all patriarchal

(Othappu: The Scent of the Other Side), and many

institutions like marriage, family, society and

short stories. Guided by a fertile mythopoeic

religion. There is a growing tendency to challenge
and subvert the long held beliefs and standards
set by the patriarchal power structures against
women for perpetuating their submissiveness.
Mythology, often sanctioned by religion and
interpreted by men, has been a powerful weapon
used to justify the patriarchal domination and
women’s subjugation. An important means of
resistance for women writers is to re-read the
myths and demythologize them in the light of
the new theories so as to reveal the politics
underlying in the traditional interpretation by
men.

imagination, Joseph interpreted and transposed
the myths of The Ramayana from a feminist
perspective, rendering them contemporary and
using them subtly to promote an ideology in
favour of women.
Demythologization is at work when classical
myths are decontextualised and subsequently
recontextualised, when they are interpreted and
adapted to a new culture and when they are
rendered in today’s language and idiom to reveal
a covered up ideology or a character hitherto
deliberately marginalized or branded as ‘evil.’
Gadamar’s statement that, “The true meaning of

Among multiple strategies practiced by women

a text or a work of art is never finished” (298)

writers to resist and subvert the master-male

and Ricoeur’s argument that myths are symbols

narratives such as the application of a feminist

developed into narrative form, endowed with “a

language, promoting solidarity or sisterhood

double intentionality” and they need to be

instead of brotherhood, critiquing the glori-

interpreted so that the hidden or symbolic

fication of motherhood as a sacred calling,

meaning can be brought to the surface, (qtd in.

inventing an alternative ‘feminist spirituality’

Myth and Literature, Dorairaj 47), are relevant in

against the androcentric religion and spirituality

this context.
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Reuther in the article titled “Renewal or New
Creation?” describes the two important ways of
retelling the old stories as follows:
One way of retelling old stories consists in a
careful study of the original context and a
recontextualisation of it in a parallel setting.
Another way of retelling traditional stories
consists of studying stories that have a specifically
misogynist intent, in order to turn those stories
inside out and release the power of women that
is being repressed through the old story (285).
In her treatment of mythology in the stories
Joseph engages in transmotivization (transformation of motivation and destabilization of the
authority of the original story), transfocalisation
(saying things from a different point of view) and
extrapolation (interference with the story line or
character). Joseph has categorically stated the
purpose of her writing thus:

Surppanakha, Manthara, etc. have been re-read,
Joseph says:
Dalits, women and animals have been
denied justice in Ramayana…Whose is the
sin? It is the issue raised in Asoka, other
stories and Angadan. Is not denial of
justice, sin? Ramayana has to be read not
from the perspective of Rama, who is an
elite man; it has to be read from the
perspective of those who are denied
justice. My Ramayana stories are written
with this feeling. ... If women, Dalits and
nature have to get justice they have to be
read from their perspective and
interpreted by them (Gita 19).

I have no compulsions to reproduce the values
of the ruling class. The culture of the dominant
class is against women, just as it is against those
low of caste[…] My duty is to write fearlessly
about the world of women-women who are
denied self determining rights over their own
bodies by the oppressive gender regime. (Joseph,
Preface to Paapathara 7)

In “Thaikulam” the traditional readings about
Rama and Surppanakha are subverted by looking
at the whole story from a marginalized
character’s point of view and presenting the
‘demoniac’ character in a new light. In “Aranyakandakam” in The Ramayana the mutilation
and humiliation of Surppanakha, Ravana’s sister,
by Lakshman following the order from Rama, is
celebrated as a victory against evil. Joseph in
“Thaikulam” follows the same tradition in many
Ramayana versions that Surppanakha was
punished for her lust and for openly expressing
love for Rama.

In “Thaikulam” and “Karutha Thulakal” Joseph
enters the mythology through the marginalized
women characters Surppanakha and Manthara
respectively. In “Asoka” the whole Ramayana
story unfolds in a different light through the
reflections of the protagonist Sita. All these stories
are subversions of the original story highlighting
the hidden or unwritten episodes taking place
off the stage, voicing the silences or reading
between the lines to present the characters and
story in a different perspective. As an answer to
a question, why from Asoka to Angadan, Sita,

Her pride humiliated, body mutilated, mind
filled with revenge, Surppanakha questions
Rama’s ethics and comparing him with Ravana
says, “King Ravana had never lifted his sword to
turn a woman’s body into a barren land. No one
in my clan has posed as a hero after destroying a
woman’s shape and form” (118). In the outburst
she emphasizes that it was something more than
a deprivation of womanhood and motherhood.
“He severed the very roots of my clan; insulted
my color and my class; despoiled my body and
speech” (122). With these words she makes it
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clear that it is not the sexist attitude of Rama alone
the culprit, there is the additional caste feelings
also attached to it. When she hears from
Ayomukhi that Rama has ordered a test by fire
for Sita to prove her chastity, Surppanakha laughs
aloud. It is not laughter against Sita who is a
victim of sexism, but a sarcastic laughter targeted
at the hypocritical morality of the entire men folk.
K. Satchidanadan in the article titled “Sarayanagal” comments that Sarah Joseph’s Ramayana Stories belong to the legacy of the alter
Ramayanas like Chinthavishtayaya Sita where Sita
questions the ‘noble man’ image of Rama.
“Thaikulam” according to him, is a story that
throws light on the general Indian male attitude
towards women’s sexuality expressed through
the character of Rama. He will not tolerate
initiative from woman nor will he compromise
on the question of chastity.
Surppanakha is punished for nothing but her
overt declaration of love for an upper caste,
violating her gender and caste barriers.
Surppanakha’s sin is not simply being a ‘Rakshasi’
or a subaltern, marginalized woman but that of
being a free woman without any restraint and
not controlled by a husband.
“Asoka,” from the perspective of Sita, narrates
the events that take place immediately after the
defeat of Ravana. In Lanka and Ayodhya preparations are going on for the ascension of
Vibheeshana and Rama respectively. Sita, being
an abandoned woman after the war, is full of
sympathy for the widows in Lanka. Sita become
a symbol of every woman who is humiliated and
insulted everywhere for satisfying the male ego.
Just as Surppanakha who realizes the sexism
involved in man’s behaviour when she hears
about the fate of Sita, here Sita remembers Surppanakha, who was mutilated by the Arya,

Kshatriya, masculine ego. Once again it is
asserted that sexism is a common threat to
women irrespective of caste or class. Joseph’s
rendering of Sita’s agony after the Rama-Ravana
war reveals certain other threats to women also.
Wars are fought by men and won by men but the
ultimate losers are women, who are never taken
into account. Rama admits to Sita in the story that
women are only instruments in the hands of men
to be played to their tune. “I did not win this war
to reclaim you. The insult inflicted on me and my
clan…” (113).
Sita’s greatest disillusionment is about her
husband Rama, who doubts her chastity and asks
for a trial by fire. The whole war was fought for
Sita and at last when the war is won she is
doubted and hated by her husband, the victor
who is hailed as the epitome of an ideal man. “The
victor’s anger blazed like a fire flaring, overfed
with ghee! The despoiled one. The object of a
depraved gaze. One who sat on the lap of the
Vanquished? One who had spent the night in his
house” (113). It is tell tale of the male attitude
towards woman’s chastity and purity, which he
always demands, even while he is not bound by
any such morality. Rama’s words in the story
remind the reader the fear Adam expresses to Eve
in Paradise Lost when she declares her decision
to work alone in the Garden: “For he who tempts,
though in vain, at least asperses/ The tempted
with dishonor foul.” (Elledge 205)
Sita’s final decision to enter fire is not an
acceptance of male authority but a protest against
the hypocrisy of it. Satchidanadan is of the view
that the traditional reading of Ramayana in favor
of Rama is subverted not by rewriting the story
but changing its symbolic meaning. In order to
bring home the variant reading and meaning the
context is rearranged, descriptions of nature, men
and women are changed, adjectives are chosen
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carefully, scenes, memories and feelings relevant
are skillfully applied, dialogues are made more
intense and myths and metaphors and archetypes
are used more skillfully. He quotes the term
‘Sitayanangal’ for ‘Asoka’ used by Narayanarao
to describe the Ramayana stories prevalent in the
Telungu oral tradition in which Sita is the heroine
(621).

throne and those who fight for it. With great
irrepressible anger she decides to “tear down the
hypocritical veils of Ayodhya in the presence of
the people. Then and only then would the people
understand what kings do when seized by lust
and anger” (99).

A sharp contrast is drawn between Sita’s happy
days in Mithila as a child and her present agony
and persecution as a woman to bring out the
transformation a woman undergoes through
marriage. She has to give up her dreams and act
according to the whims and fancies of her
husband while playing the role of a wife or that
of a mother. Her life is refashioned on the anvil
of customs, traditions and the hypocritical
morality of her husband, with no self-esteem and
rights for her. If Rama is portrayed as a symbol
of an average Indian chauvinistic male Sita is a
symbol of the woman, helpless to question and
challenge the male dominant world order.

intrigues and conspiracy for power. Bharatan,
Sathrugnan, Aswapathy, Dasarathan all pass

“Karutha Thulakal” (Black Chinks) is an extrapolation with the story of Ramayana, bringing out
the injustice meted out to the marginalized
women who are caught in the dirty scheming for
political power that goes on in the interiors of
palace. Manthara, the maid servant of Kaikeyi,
has bribed Valakan to take her out of the palace
on the eve of Rama’s coronation. While sneaking
out of the palace in the cover of darkness, she
reflects about the wickedness that sustains power
and how men stand together against the lonely,
helpless women.
Manthara is a representative of the women who
are the victims of circumstances, who are ready
to do any work for the ruling class to earn a living.
Over the years she spent in Ayodhya, she has
realized that the real wickedness is to be found
among the so called great people who sit on the

She imagines Ayodhya as a stage where all
characters are scheming villains engaging in

before her eyes and she analyses them as an
omniscient narrator. “All figures of clay made in
the same mould. The moment they sense power
slipping from their hands, they grow furious.
While they meet each other, face to face, they
embrace and kiss. But when their backs are
turned they do not hesitate to stab one another”
(103).
It is a reading of history from below through the
perspective of a marginalized woman, Manthara,
who is exploited by those in power and then
thrown out as useless and evil. She analyses her
predicament thus: “A she- devil now, a while ago
a divine spirit! Daughter of Kekaya! Thrones
have been installed in the blood of innocent
persons.” (107) As the treatment Sita gets from
Rama is not better than that of Surppanakha,
Manthara warns Kaikeyi about the fate waiting
for her thus: “Do you think he (Asawapathi) will
accept you with a hundred outstretched arms if
you go to him after losing Ayodhya? Who would
want you?”(106).
An overarching theme of these three stories is
the hypocritical, oppressive male morality used
against women to subdue them. Joseph’s quarrel
is not with the mythological Rama, but with the
patriarchal interpretation given to Rama’s actions
to suit their purpose. She makes it clear that
alternative readings of mythology, subverting the
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stable meaning, are possible and necessary.
Myths need to be interpreted, reinterpreted or
demythologized or remythologised as they are
endowed with “flexibility, adaptability and
resilience which help the creative writers to
transpose and transplant them in diverse cultures
and media.” (Dorairaj Interventions 64)
Joseph creatively tampers with the well-known
mythological stories to suit it to her purpose of
resisting patriarchy through literary representation. She imaginatively recreates the myths
by activating the silences, filling the gaps,
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The postmodern world has its focus on 'space.' The attempts to map the
particular traits of a chosen space have resulted in the evolution of Chorography.
In the broad chorographic expanse, the concepts on space underwent mutationfrom real places on Earth to imaginary spaces in mind and texts and it was
further extended to evolve the concept of human being as a space: the human
space or the embodied space; hence the techniques and practices which are
used by the chorographers to deep map a place can be employed to seize the
complex human persona. This paper attempts to have a chorographic analysis
of Julian Barnes' path-breaking novel Flaubert's Parrot to capture the
kaleidoscopic aura of the great French novelist, Gustave Flaubert's complex
personality.

Keywords: Chorography, Human Space, Deep Mapping, Spatial Turn.
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We live in the “epoch of space,” as Foucault
opines.
We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we
are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the
epoch of the near and far, of the side-byside, of the dispersed. We are at a
moment, I believe, when our experience
of the world is less that of a long life
developing through time than that of a
network that connect points and intersects with its own skein. (22)

T

he World Wars, post-colonialism and
globalization together with the advancement in the field of science and
technology had turned the limelight
upon ‘space’ which is now treated not as a mere
background but as the unavoidable multifaceted
milieu for every event to happen. Theories on and
about space erupted with Michel Foucault, Henri
Lefebvre, Fredric Jameson, Edward Soja,
Bertrand Westphal, Robert Tally and many
others. With the spatial turn the various species
of spaces were analysed with a variegated vigour.
Lefebvre distinguishes three categories of
space—perceived space, conceived space and
lived space; whereas Soja identifies physical,
mental, and real and imagined spaces.
The attempts to map the particular traits of a
chosen space has resulted in the evolution of
Chorography—a specialization within the field
of Geography. Hartshorne quotes Hettener while
explaining the concept and goal of chorology,
which is the study in depth of the place, as “to
know the character of regions and places through
comprehension of the existence together and
interrelations among different realms of reality
and their varied manifestations….” (13). It also
focuses on human interconnection and their
interaction with the place of survival—the natural
environment.

In the broad chorographic expanse, theories and
concepts on space multiplied and underwent
mutation—from real places on Earth to imagined
spaces in mind and texts—and it was further
extended to evolve the concept of human being
as a space or place; where his body, character,
identity and his relationships with those around
him and the place in which he survives conjoin
to form the space—the embodied space. Bertrand
Westphal emphasizes the significance of studying
space in its innumerable forms; while focusing
on the intimate space, he quotes Paola Zaccaria,
“Every man, every woman is a place, a land that
one fails to discover or that fails to be fully
discovered; its borders are based on the
chorography that it describes or that describes
it” (64). Human being thus defines his territory
and in turn is defined by the territory. A
chorographic approach will help to deep-map the
human being, who is a slice and spirit of the land.
It reveals his character through an understanding
of his being together with other fellow beings and
their interrelations and interactions within the
varied realms of reality and their manifold
manifestations. A choro-graphic analysis thus
helps to explore the multiple ways that reveal the
human space.
This paper attempts a chorographic analysis of
Julian Barnes’ novel Flaubert’s Parrot. Barnes tries
to capture the essence of the great French
novelist—Gustave Flaubert, using experimental
methods, opting the untrodden path. It is a work
that defies all the rules of novel-writing,
bordering on the fringes of biography and that
of historiographic metafiction and it attempts to
capture the kaleidoscopic aura of Flaubert’s
complex personality. Flaubert as a space is
elevated to an esoteric or a mystique realm that
no one has fully discovered. Barnes thus deviates
from the existing novelistic techniques and
conventions to capture the true Flaubert through
an investigation regarding the identity of the
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parrot that inspired Flaubert to write the work,
A Simple Heart. Thus by identifying the parrot,
Braithwaite, the narrator attempts to seize the
true character of Flaubert and through Flaubert
he tries to capture his own identity. This
highlights one of the key concepts of chorology—
the interrelations among different realms of
reality: that of the parrot, Flaubert and
Braithwaite. The fifteen chapters of the novel are
fifteen tunnels which help to unearth the multiple
truths behind the parrot, Flaubert and the
narrator.
Braithwaite embarks on his adventurous search
or research with the statue of Flaubert at Rouen
and finds that it isnot the original one. The
Germans had destroyed the original statue in
1941. Flaubert’s house at Croisset was also
destroyed and in its place there was a factory. The
hospital where Flaubert’s father practiced and
where he spent his childhood was modified to
Hotel Dieu, a museum devoted to Flaubert and
medical history. Braithwaite saw a stuffed parrot
there, which the care–taker acknowledged as the
one that inspired Flaubert to write A Simple Heart.
All that is related to Flaubert—the statue, his
father’s hospital and the house—gaveway to new
structures complicating the task of the
biographers as well as that of the historians.
Braithwaite asks himself the question, “Do we
think the leavings of a life contain some ancillary
truth?” (12) and continues with his search; but
the question, “How do we seize the past?” (14)
looms large before him and the readers. However,
Braithwaite was fortunate enough to see the room
where Flaubert was born, his pot, jar, his first
magazine article and his various images which
marked the transformation “from handsome
youth to paunchy, balding burgher” (15). But it
was the image of the stuffed parrot that was
lurking back in his mind. He confesses, “in this
unexceptional green parrot, preserved in a
routine yet mysterious fashion, was something

which made me feel I had almost known the
writer” (16). Braithwaite further probes through
the story, A Simple Heart and finds “submerged
parallels between the life of the prematurely aged
novelist and the maturely aged Felicite [the
central character of the story]” (17) and finally
concludes that Flaubert is present in both Felicite
and Loulou, the parrot. “Felicite encloses his
character; Loulou encloses his voice” (18). Later
he visited Flaubert’s summer-house at Croisset
which was transformed to a museum. There he
saw another parrot which made the same claim
and he got confused regarding the originality of
the two birds.
The chronological list that Barnes gives, describes
the various events in Flaubert’s life—his birth, the
various achievements, his relationships,
acquaintances, his statements, diary entries and
letters, along with the manifold problems: deaths
and failures—in a rather disjointed jigsaw puzzle
manner and helps the readers to weave out a
Flaubert of their own.
Barnes highlights the role of the researchers, who
chance upon the precious belongings of great
men, in reconstructing their life history. Ed
Winterton got Flaubert’s love letters addressed
to Juliet Herbert, the English governess of his
niece; but he burned them respecting Flaubert’s
last wish which created an unbridgeable gap in
our understanding of the legend. In such cases
biographers will have to resort to the secondary
materials and opinions. Braithwaite thus had to
satisfy himself with Winterton’s account of
Flaubert’s relationship with Miss Herbert,
without having any other alternative.
Barnes in the section, ‘The Flaubert Bestiary’
sketches the various aspects of Flaubert’s
personality by bringing out comparisons with the
various animals like the bear, the camel, the
sheep, the monkey, the donkey, the ostrich and
so on. “When he was only twenty, people found
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him an odd fellow, a bear, a young man out of
ordinary” (49). Braithwaite emphasizes that,
[Flaubert] in his youth is clusters of beasts:
hungry to see Ernest Chevalier, he is ‘a
lion, a tiger—a tiger from India, a boa
constrictor’ (1841); feeling a rare plenitude
of strength, he is ‘an ox, sphinx, bittern,
elephant, whale’ (1841)… He is an oyster
in its shell (1845); a snail in its shell (1851);
a hedgehog rolling up to protect itself
(1853, 1857). He is a literary lizard basking
in the sun of Beauty (1846), and a warbler
with a shrill cry which hides in the depths
of woods and is heard only by itself (also
1846). He becomes as soft and nervous as
a cow (1867); he feels as worn out as a
donkey (1867); yet still he splashes in the
Seine like a porpoise (1870). He works like
a mule (1852); he lives a life which would
kill three rhinos (1872); he works ‘like XV
oxen’ (1872)... (50-51).
Here Barnes through Braithwaite gives
thumbnail sketches of Flaubert’s multifaceted
persona by eliciting the similarities in his
behaviour with that of various animals. The role
of interaction and interrelationship among the
various organisms that helps in the character
formation, which is a key concept in chorographic analysis, is reinforced here. Man is not
an autonomous entity. He is the sum total of the
traits of all the organisms with which he has
contacts. Hence in him we see similarities with
different animals in different occasions and he
may appear differently to different people. “To
Louise he resembles ‘a wild buffalo of the
American prairie’ (1846). To George Sand,
however, he seems ‘gentle as a lamb’ (1866) … at
[Louisa’s] her funeral he weeps like a calf (1876)…
finishes the story he wrote especially for
her…about the parrot; bellows it out ‘like a
gorilla’ (1876).”(51)

The description of the various ironical instances
in Flaubert’s life helps us to decipher his true
character. For example, Homais in Madame
Bovary received the Legion of Honour. Flaubert
who despised the government and bourgeoise
received it towards the end of his life. Barnes thus
reinstates the fact that human life is an endless
chain of ironies which mould his life and
personality with its iron hands.
The destructive comments of the critics, to an
extent, might have tarnished the image of
Flaubert. In Madame Bovary the eyes of Emma
are described to be in different colours—
sometimes blue, sometimes brown or black.
Braithwaite tries to save Flaubert from the
onslaughts of critics who accuse him of careless
writing, by quoting Du Camp’s description about
the lady on whom Emma was based. “…her eyes,
of uncertain colour, green, grey, or blue, are
according to the light….” (81). Infact, truth exists
in multiple forms. Some of the other allegations
are: that he hated humanity and democracy; did
not believe in progress; was unpatriotic; was
against the commune; did not have interest in
politics; shot wild life; did not involve himself in
life; was a pessimist; teaches no virtues; was a
sadist; was beastly to women; believed in beauty;
was obsessed with style and failed to
acknowledge the social purpose of art. The list
of charges helps the readers to perceive the
viewpoints of Flaubert’s opponents and critics.
Braithwaite claims that his own life is a
conglomeration of three stories —Flaubert’s; his
wife, Ellen’s and his own. He tries to prepare the
readers for Ellen’s complex story by giving
Flaubert’s story as a preface. It once again
underscores the chorographic concept of
interconnection and interrelationship between
organisms that defines their true self. Every life
story has a beginning, middle and an end. It is
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all the same, with slight variations in shades; but
to perceive the nuances and to capture the
essence in its entirety is a difficult task. Barnes
thus tries to etch the life of Flaubert through the
life stories of Braithwaite and his wife—trying to
find the similarities and the differences.
Braithwaite then analyses Flaubert’s sex life. His
relationships with Louise Colet, Elisa Schlesinger
and his ‘taste’ for Cairo bath-house boys, of which
he himself admits, highlight that “he is ambisexual, omni-experienced” (100). How-ever,
“Sartre decrees that Gustave was never
homosexual; merely passive and feminine in his
psychology” (100). Regarding married life
Caroline, Flaubert’s niece says that “towards the
end of his life he regretted not having had a wife
and family” (103).
Man is a product of the society in which he lives:
the human space imbibes the societal vibes and
transforms according to the socio-cultural milieu.
Braithwaite, hence, attempts to find out the
influence of the railway upon the life of
Flaubert—his journeys to meet his beloved,
Louise; how he hated the invention and the
changes that it had brought in his life. It is always
the circumstances and the situations that makes
the man. Flaubert “belonged to the first railway
generation in France.” (108) Barnes skillfully
portrays how inventions alter the life of humans.
A writer’s persona is often deciphered not only
by the works that he has written but also by those
that he dreamed of writing. Barnes lists out all
those works Flaubert dreamed of writing but
never materialized—an autobiography, Juliet
Herbert’s translation of Madame Bovary, which he
anticipated; and his own fictions on chivalry,
theatre and insanity. Flaubert’s personality was
as complex as his characters, that one requires to
dive into his dreams to grab his spirit if only
fleetingly. Barnes thus offers another list which
reveals at each age what he aspired or imagined

to do. For instance, at the age of twenty five: he
wanted to be a Brahmin; at twenty nine: to live
in South America and never to be heard of again;
at thirty: he mused on his own previous
incarnations (123). The readers thus decipher the
character of Flaubert by ‘reading’ his dreams.
Braithwaite assures that at thirty five, Flaubert’s
apocryphal life began to die away and “the real
life has really begun” (124). Barnes further
illustrates the various roles assumed by Flaubert.
For the world, he will play the Hermit of
Croisset; for his friends in Paris, he will
play the Idiot of the Salons; for George
Sand he will play the Reverend Father
Cruchard, a fashionable Jesuit who enjoys
hearing the confessions of society women;
for his intimate circle he will play Saint
Polycarpe…who pre-echoed Flaubert by
stopping up his ears and crying out, ‘Oh
Lord! Into what an age you have caused
me to be born!’ But these identities are no
longer lurid ailibis towards which he
might credibly escape; they are
playthings, alternative lives…. (125).
Barnes, as an impartial writer, gives an alternative
perspective of Flaubert’s character, from his
beloved Louisa’s angle. According to her, Flaubert
was a very difficult person in matters of love and
he never had the ability to understand women.
“Mme Colet was obliged to send all her love
letters to Gustave via Maxime du Camp, who
then readdressed them in fresh envelopes” (110).
Flaubert was awkward, haughty and rough and
at times sentimental, tender and devoted. It
would be a serious lapse to ignore the complexity
of his personality by highlighting just the positive
aspects, that the world tries to project because of
his fame.
Barnes provides the readers with a section titled,
‘Braithwaite’s Dictionary of Accepted Ideas,’
where we get the definitions both positive and
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negative of various things, animals and people
associated with Flaubert. For instance, Flaubert’s
meaning is given as “The hermit of Croisset. The
first modern novelist. The father of Realism. The
butcher of Romanticism”(154). Louise Colet’s
meaning is given as “a tedious, importunate,
promiscuous woman lacking talent of her
own…who tried to trap Gustave into marriage…
[or] brave, passionate, deeply misunderstood
woman crucified by her love for the heatless,
impossible, provincial Flaubert” (153-54). Barnes
thus tries to give a very comprehensive picture
of things or people related to Flaubert, deep
mapping his relationships with them.
The comparative analysis of the life stories of
Braithwaite, Ellen and Flaubert once again
highlights the concept of interdependence and
interrelationship. Braithwaite while explaining
the death of Ellen is suddenly reminded that of
Flaubert’s, “I think of Flaubert lying on his sofa,
struck down—who can tell at this distance? —
by epilepsy, apoplexy or syphilis, or perhaps
some malign axis of the three” (167).
He then ruminates over the deaths of various
litterateurs—Bouilhet in his final delirium,
Maupassant in his slow disintegration,
Baudelaire losing his power of speech, Rimbaud
losing all the senses of his limbs. “The deaths of
writers aren’t special deaths; they just happen to
be described deaths” (167). Barnes thus disagrees
with all those who tries to valorize the writers.
Writers are humans and they die as silently as
any other human, without altering the course of
Nature—like Ellen, Flaubert too embraced a
silent death.
Barnes, who employs Brechtian techniques
throughout the fiction, then provides an
‘Examination Paper,’ where the readers are given
questions related to Flaubert in different sections
like literary criticism, economics, geography,
logic, biography, psychology, psychoanalysis,

philately, phonetics, theatrical history and history
with astrology. The purpose is to make the
readers think about the diverse aspects of
Flaubert’s life to get an overall understanding of
his character, initiating a transdisciplinary
approach. It also makes the readers conscious of
the fictionality of the novel facilitating an
objective, unbiased analysis of the subject—
Flaubert—under consideration.
Finally, the section titled ‘And the Parrot’ brings
the story back to the first chapter completing a
cycle, explaining the different facets of Flaubert’s
character. The reader is bombarded with stories:
of Flaubert’s engagement with Juliet Herbert for
which proof is not available and of his death, that
he hanged himself in his bath. Both are assertions
made by a Rouennais called Edmond Ledoux.
The accepted version regarding Flaubert’s death
is that, he had an apoplectic fit after his bath and
he stumbled to a sofa where the doctor found him
dead.
The attempt to find the real Flaubert mirrors the
attempt to find his parrot; but Braithwaite
towards the end is totally confused. Instead of
one parrot, he sees many: one at Hotel Dieu,
another at the Museum of Croisset and three
others—out of the fifty stuffed parrots—that
remained in the Museum of Natural History at
Rouen. He realizes that the true parrot that
inspired Flaubert can be any one of them and like
the three parrots at Rouen Museum, Flaubert has
three different statues: at Trouville, Barentin and
Rouen. To capture the true Flaubert is as difficult
as finding the original parrot that inspired him.
It echoes the anxiety of the spatial critics.
Bertrand Westphal in his seminal work—
Geocriticism argues that land or space is always
in a state of flux; “… space is essentially
transgressive. It is not fixed, it fluctuates” (45).
The attempt to conjure its spirit is the greatest
challenge that the chorographers have to
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overcome. Westphal emphasizes that “space
cannot be understood except in its heterogeneity” (37). By comprehending the interrelations and interdependence of the various
elements that constitute the space we “can
capture if only fleetingly the mobile environment
in a cautious humble way” (4). The human space
can also be explored in a similar way, through a
chorographic analysis.
Chorography focuses more on representation,
employing a multi-media approach which is
empirical and critical, highlighting the interdependence of human and environment,
challenging the traditional perspectives and
practices. It is transdisciplinary and relies much
on experience, memory and meaning. (Rohl 6)
Barnes while writing the novel Flaubert’s Parrot
has inadvertently employed the techniques used
by the chorographers to seize the spirit of
Flaubert. Braithwaite, the narrator serves as the
chorographer or xenagogue who guides the
readers through untrodden paths; often going
beyond an anthropocentric view to a biocentric
one, where the personality of Flaubert gets
distilled from the comparisons with other species
of animals. It is often said that a land is shaped
by stories, which is true for humans as well.
Barnes highlights that Flaubert’s story is related
to that of Felicite’s, of Loulou’s, of Ellen’s and of
Braithwaite’s—all rolled into one. The accounts
of the finders, keepers and critics enrich our
understanding of Flaubert’s character. Barnes has
also unwittingly utilized the various chorographic practices highlighted by D. J. Rohl, such

as: regional field survey (of the places associated
with Flaubert); critical inquiry; collection of facts,
fictions and objects (related to Flaubert); analysis
of the varied perspectives; visualization;
historiography; scrutiny of all evidences collected
and that of personal experiences (7), which helps
in capturing the complex personality of Flaubert.
Human being occupies a certain space: defining
and in turn defined by the space. He thus
becomes a space—an embodied space; hence the
techniques and practices which are used by
chorographers to deep map a place can be
employed to seize the complex human persona.
Flaubert who basks in the chorographic light,
thus soars high up in his kaleidoscopic aura
reflecting the multiple shades of his persona
when viewed from variegated angles.
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Michel Foucault's concept of heterotopia suggests a counter-space enabling
heterogeneity. A heterotopia can be any space as varied as a cemetery, a
garden, a boat or a library. A heterotopia represents and at the same time
shares a paradoxical relationship with the world outside of it, thus
becoming a counter-space. This paper is an attempt to analyse the postapocalyptic space in Margaret Atwood's novel, Maddaddam in relation to
the concept of heterotopia.
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P

ost-apocalyptic fiction has emerged as
a major genre in the Western canon
ever since the nuclear holocaust and
the Cold War anxieties beginning from
the 1950s. The end of the Cold War saw a brief
lull in this literary genre which has historically
been triggered by societal impulses of fear and
apprehension. However, post-apocalyptic fiction
made a breakthrough at the turn of the
millennium, catalysed by human anxieties about
what Frank Kermode calls the ‘saecula’—
“arbitrary chronological divisions... which are
made to bear the weight of our anxieties and
hopes.” (11) The post-apocalyptic imagination
reached its apotheosis after 9/11, when the images
of the burning twin towers of the World Trade
Centre made a deep impact on the cultural psyche
of the Western world. Coupled with this are
issues like global capitalism, climate change,
massive technological growth and indiscriminate
genetic experiments. All these changes in society
have triggered the apocalyptic imagination in
unforeseen ways and have reflected in the
literature and cinema of the 21st century.
This paper attempts to analyse the significance
of space in Margaret Atwood’s novel, Madda-ddam
(2013) in the light of Michel Foucault’s theory of
heterotopia. Maddaddam is the last novel of
Atwood’s post-apocalyptic trilogy, also called the
Maddaddam trilogy. The novel delineates a postapocalyptic world in which the apocalypse is
caused by a viral pandemic and the few survivors
— a motley group of people consisting of exeugenicists and the members of a quasi-religious
group called the God’s Gardeners who had
foreseen the imminent disaster — converging in
a cobb house and recon-structing life out of the
salvaged and foraged leftovers of the old world.
This paper tries to argue that the post-apocalyptic
world which Atwood depicts in the novel is a
space that is not a fixed space, and also a space
that simultaneously “represents, contests and

inverts” (Foucault 3) the spaces that constitute
the outside world.
A heterotopia, according to Foucault, is neither a
utopia nor a dystopia. It’s different from a utopia
in the sense that unlike utopia, heterotopia has
actual existence. Utopia is an ideal place which
has no actual existence. (The term is derived from
the Greek words ‘eu-topos’ which means a good
place and ‘ou-topos’ which means a non-existent
place) A heterotopia is one which exists and at
the same time does not exist. Foucault expounds
the idea of heterotopia in his essay, “Of Other
Spaces: Utopias and Hetero-topias,” based on a
lecture which he gave to a group of architectural
students in 1967. In this text, he lays down six
principles for what constitutes a heterotopia.
Foucault defines heterotopias as “real places—
places that do exist and that are formed in the
very founding of society— which are something
like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted
utopia in which the real sites, all the other real
sites that can be found within the culture, are
simultaneously represented, contested, and
inverted” (3). Foucault goes on to say that
heterotopias are “outside of all places, even
though it may be possible to indicate their
location in reality. Because these places are
absolutely different from all the sites that they
reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way
of contrast to utopias, hetero-topias” (3).
Foucault describes a heterotopia as a place which
is not a place or else a nowhere place. He gives
the nineteenth century boarding school and
military camp as examples of heterotopias. It was
in these spaces that the first signs of sexual virility
were supposed to take place. Instead of it taking
place in a fixed space, it was supposed to take
place in an “elsewhere” place. (4) This place,
though real, is also unreal because it’s temporary,
shifting and transient. This is an example for what
Foucault calls a “crisis heterotopia.”(4) In a crisis
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heterotopia, its members are in a state of crisis,
like disease, old age, pregnancy, etc., which keeps
them in a state of crisis and in contrast with the
outside world. This paper analyses how the
Maddaddamite community of survivors in
Atwood’s novel constitute a heterotopia. The
paper intends to analyse the six principles that
constitute a heterotopia and read Maddaddam in
the light of these principles.
One of the pre-conditions that transform a space
into a heterotopia is its heterogeneity. According
to Foucault, the contemporary world is “the
epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of
juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of
the side-by-side, of the dispersed” (2). He argues
that there has been a marked shift in the
contemporary world, from spaces of binary
opposition (the public and the private spaces, the
sacred and the profane spaces and so on) and
spaces of homogeneity towards a more
heterogeneous space. “Thus, the homogeneity of
space, or at least the dialectical interrelation of
spaces, has been eroded. In its place is a system
which creates a heterogeneous landscape”
(Sudradjat 2).
As mentioned before, the first principle of what
constitutes a crisis heterotopia is that its members
are in a state of crisis. The post-apocalyptic world
with its few survivors is obviously one of crises.
In Maddaddam, when survivors come together to
live in a temporary cobb house, they all share
some surviving skills which they have learned
on account of their foresight of the disaster. When
Toby, the protagonist of the novel, first reaches
the cobb house, it consists of former God’s
Gardeners and biotechnologists who have all
abandoned their previous identities including
their former names and are known to each other
only through their adopted names of extinct
animals, identities they had assumed while
playing the online game of Extinctathon, through

which they had once, before the viral pandemic
erupted, organized a secret community of
resistance. Now, in the cobb house, their former
identities hold no relevance. Their primary
motive is to ensure day to day survival, by
defending the cobb house and its inhabitants
against the gang of dreaded criminals called
Painballers and the equally dangerous pigoons,
gene-spliced pigs with human neocortex tissues.
This cobb house is a heterogeneous space, which
is also a counter-space, as it represents and at the
same time inverts the outside world. In short, the
relation of the cobb house with respect to the
outside world is paradoxical as the outside space
is hostile and brutal while the cobb house
represents the values of survival, companionship
and love.
The second principle of heterotopia, according
to Foucault, is that, over time, heterotopia
functions in different ways. It has a precise
function and with the advancement of time, this
function changes or is replaced by another
function. According to Foucault, “... each
heterotopia has a precise and determined
function within a society and the same
heterotopia can, according to the synchrony of
the culture in which it occurs, have one function
or another” (5).
The same applies to the inhabitants of the cobb
house in Maddaddam. This post-apocalyptic
heterotopia was determined by their functionality of survival in the beginning. The
diverse individuals with very different interests
and personalities came together and took up
assigned roles of guarding and protecting,
cooking and nurturing, rearing sheep and bees.
However, towards the end of the novel, with their
enemies killed and the pigoons befriended, the
heterotopia’s function is no longer one of simple
survival. It takes on the collective effort of
perpetuating the species. The heterotopia is also
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a space for hybridity as the last chapters of
Maddaddam suggests a post-human phase where
the future is not one of Homo sapiens but is vastly
heterogenous, with humans breeding with the
gene-spliced humanoids called Crakers.
The third principle of heterotopia is that it “is
capable of juxtaposing in a single real place
several spaces, several sites that are in themselves
incompatible”(6). Foucault gives the example of
a theatre, which brings in its rectangular space
“a whole series of places that are foreign to one
another”(6). A heterotopia consists of several
paradoxical and incompatible spaces. Foucault
also gives the example of the Garden, especially
the garden of the Orient, which was supposed to
bring within its space, plants representing all
parts of the world. Thus, the garden served as a
microcosm of the whole world.
In Maddaddam, the survivors of the apocalypse
are either genetic engineers or God’s Gardeners,
both groups having considerable knowledge
about the disaster before its onset. The traditional
opposition between science and religion is
obvious here. Also, the group represents men and
women belonging to different age groups and the
Crakers, the gene-spliced humanoids join this
group, thereby making it truly hetero-geneous.
The cobb house becomes a space where all
boundaries, including those between human and
non-human gradually erase. This erasure of
boundaries is catalysed by the individuals’ urge
for survival. If anything creates conflicts between
the survivors, it is those that form a threat to this
collective mission of survival.
Foucault connects the fourth principle of
heterotopia to time. According to Foucault,
heterotopias are also heterochronies, bringing
into its spaces several time periods. In a
heterotopia sometimes time accumulates as in a
library or a museum. In some other cases, time is

fleeting and temporal as in a fairground. For
Foucault, heterotopias become fully functional
only when people “arrive at a sort of absolute
break with their traditional time”(6). For this
reason, he calls the cemetery the best example of
a heterochronic heterotopia because ceme-teries
are situated in spaces outside of time. Another
example for a heterochronic heterotopia is the
vacation villages of Polynesian islands which
offer a three-week vacation of primitive life and
nudity to the inhabitants of cities. These villages
offer an absolute break from time as it takes the
tourists to a time resembling the origin of
humanity.
In the novel Maddaddam, the post-apocalyptic
world is one where the nature of time is
continually questioned and redefined. The
survivors have lost all contact with modernity or
what represents modern life. They salvage objects
out of ruins and most of these objects serve as
reminders of the past. For example, Jimmy’s
baseball cap and his broken wrist watch, two
metaphors that recur in the Maddaddam trilogy
are reminders of a past that has absolutely no
meaning in the present. The post-apocalyptic
world is one where people have been violently
ejected out of their past and their future is one of
absolute uncertainty. In the novel, the characters
survive through hunting, foraging and gradually
beginning the foundation of an agricultural life.
These are in fact, different stages in the evolution
of humanity. The post-apocalyptic world is one
that is both primitive and modern. It represents
nomadic as well as settled life, coming together
and occupying a strange space out of the matrix
of time. It becomes a perfect testimony of “a place
of all times... that is itself outside of time” (7).
The fifth principle of a heterotopia is that they
“presuppose a system of opening and closing that
both isolates them and makes them penetrable”
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(Foucault 7). According to Foucault, the individual who enters a heterotopia has to enter it
compulsorily, as in prisons or barracks or has to
undergo some rituals either as part of religious
or for purgatory purposes before entering a
heterotopia and this marks the heterotopia from
a public sphere. The heterotopia is not in fact, a
space that is accessible to all and therefore it
includes within its definition some sort of
exclusion. Foucault gives the example of
American motel where a man could drive in with
his mistress. The motel was a space that
“absolutely sheltered” illicit sex and at the same
time separated or excluded it from the outside
space (Foucault 8).
Similarly, post-apocalyptic heterotopia is one that
includes certain people or certain kinds of people
and excludes some others. The excluded ones are
the ones that have gone far beyond the values
and principles that bring harmony and coexistence within the heterotopia. In Maddaddam,
the excluded people are the Painballers, the
hardened criminals and psychopaths who have
reverted to a state of cannibalism and sadistic
pleasure. It is essential for the members of the
heterotopia to exclude these people and guard
their space against them so that their survival is
not threatened. However, the boundaries of the
heterotopia are fluid and as the relation between
the inside and the outside world changes over
time, heterotopia opens and closes at the will of
the people it constitutes.
The sixth and the last principle of a heterotopias,
is based on their “function in relation to all other
spaces”(Foucault 8). Foucault mentions two
kinds of heterotopias here — the heterotopia of
illusion and the heterotopia of compensation. The
heterotopia of illusion is the one that “exposes
every real space, all the sites inside of which
human life is partitioned”(Foucault 8). Foucault
gives the example of brothels of an earlier age as

an example for the heterotopia of illusion. The
heterotopia of compensation is one which is “as
perfect, as meticulous and well-arranged” as the
world outside is “messy, ill-constructed and
jumbled” (8).
The post-apocalyptic world is one that has been
ruined beyond hope. It is a space where life has
given way to death and every space is a shadow
of what it had been in an earlier age. The
survivors of the apocalypse make space for
themselves in the midst of these ruins. The world
outside the cobb house is one which human
activities and the resultant cataclysm have
tampered beyond recognition. The survivors in
the cobb house, on the other hand, struggle to
make sense out of the surrounding chaos by
imposing some order into their lives by engaging
in certain roles and duties, by bringing
themselves to the discipline of routine life,
thereby submitting to ‘saecula’ or “arbitrary
chronological divisions” (11) as Frank Kermode
calls them. In relation to the vast expanse of junk
that the world has turned into, the cobb house is
an ‘other space’ a “perfect, meticulous and wellarranged” (Foucault 8) space that defines itself
against the chaotic time and space outside of it.
Conclusion
Foucault’s concept of heterotopia takes the
imagination beyond the dualities of utopia and
dystopia. A heterotopia is neither a utopia nor a
dystopia, but spaces characterised by heterogeneity, plurality and difference. The postapocalyptic space as a heterotopia is one that is
primarily formed on the need for survival but
eventually it evolves into different functional
roles. The post-apocalyptic space is in a stage of
transition, one that is caught up between the
ruined past and the evolving future, thus
occupying a peculiar space in an intersecting
timeline.
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Foucault’s idea of heterotopia is that it is a
counter-site and therefore a space of resistance.
This resistance can be conscious or unconscious
but it imagines a space of alternative existence.
Heterotopia is an imaginative, but not imaginary
space (unlike utopia) and this space is a site for
growth, for resistance and for myriad possibilities. Towards the conclusion, Foucault
imagines the boat as “a heterotopia par excellence”(9). According to him, “civilizations
without boats, dreams dry up, espionage takes
the place of adventure, and the police take the
place of pirates”(9). The statement suggests not
only the power of boats which cross seas and
shape histories but also the power of heterotopias
which are perhaps the only spaces that can
transcend the limits of human existence.
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Ted Hughes wrote poems that celebrated nature, and his perspectives contained a strong
criticism of the human developed ideologies. His poetry uses lots of animal symbolism
and also themes of social criticism. With his archaeological interests in primitive traditions
and culture, he chose the Trickster figure of a comic and intelligent crow to express his
critiques on established concepts of religion and their sub-texts. He presents the indefatigable
crow with an argument in his poem "Crow's Theology" that there are two Gods in religion
- spirituality and materialism. This paper attempts to understand Hughes' critique of the
western theological written word or dogma that has shaped human personality in Europe,
which in turn affected the world. It also says that human created theologies will carry
practical power systems.
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E

dward J. Hughes (1930-1998), better
known as Ted Hughes, was an English
poet, who wrote poetry with animal
imagery, trickster frameworks and
mythical approach with his background
scholarship in folklore and anthropology at
Cambridge. His important works are: The Hawk
in the Rain (1957), Lupercal (1960), Selected Poems
(1962, with Thom Gunn), Wodwo (1967), Crow
(1970), Wolfwatching (1989), New Selected Poems
1957–1994 (1995) and Birthday Letters (1998).
Hughes wrote many books for children: The Iron
Man (1968; also published as The Iron Giant; film
1999) and Remains of Elmet (1979). He translated
Georges Schehadé’s play The Story of Vasco from
the original French and shaped it into a libretto.
He adapted Seneca’s Oedipus (1968). His seminal
prose work that discusses his theory of poetry is
Winter Pollen (1994). In 1984 Hughes was
appointed Britain’s poet laureate. (Britannica)
Amongst this oeuvre of literary works, Ted
Hughes’ humourous poems using the unperturbed crow as a protagonist are interesting and
present a powerful critique of the written dogma
and codes that aim at spreading ideologies which
preach spirituality with strong sub-texts of
materialism. The crow becomes a figure of speech
for humanity’s capability for survival in an
amoral manner. Hughes presents the crow as an
intellectual with a razor-sharp mind capable of
making keen and incisive remarks on world’s
prevailing systems of thought. The sportive crow
comments on human theological schemes with
the ease of a casual comedy. It is ironical, amusing
and satiric while smiling at human paradoxical
thoughts that are born out of the need to
dominate and be powerful.
Ted Hughes’ poem “Crow’s Theology” studies
the inconsistency in the established religious
system of Europe – Judaic Christianity and its
legends and codes. It traces the history of
Christianity from the time of Moses, simply by

evoking the figure of a speaking stone.
Moses is best known from the story in
the biblical Book of Exodus and Quran
as the lawgiver who met God face-to-face
on Mount Sinai to receive the Ten
Commandments after leading his people,
the Hebrews, out of bondage in Egypt
and to the “promised land” of Canaan.
The story of the Hebrew Exodus from
Egypt is only found in the Penteteuch,
the first five books of the Bible, and in
the Quran which was written later. No
other ancient sources corroborate the
story and no archaeo-logical evidence
supports it. This has led many scholars
to conclude that Moses was a legendary
figure and the Exodus story a cultural
myth. (Mark)
The crow starts its critique from this site, when
Moses gets the commandments that direct the
people to live in scrupulously and orderly
manner.
The Bible says that God instructed
Moses to make a stone alter and also
gave him the codes and laws to abide
henceforth. Thereby, offences will not be
pardoned, and the God will become an
enemy to the enemies of Israelites. God
tells Moses: “When the angel goes before
you and brings you to the Amorites, the
Hittites, the Perizzites, the Canaanites,
the Hivites, and the Jebusites, and I
annihilate them, you shall not bow
down to their Gods in worship or follow
their practices, but shall tear them down
and smash their pillars to bits” (Mandel
286).
The crow pretends to be terrified of this
perception of the Judaic God, who is a disciplinarian and strict offering rigid codes to be
obeyed. As a trickster, the crow finds these
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inflexible regulations of the God very awesome.
It is marveling at the fact that this God has
permitted a trickster like him to live on, without
punishing him for his amoral ways of living. It
begins to analyze its position in this world and
constructs its own theology:
Crow’s Theology
Crow realized God loved him-

The stone seems to be speaking, and who is
speaking in the name of the stone, the crow is
bewildered. In the Bible in Exodus 24: 12, this
scene is described in detail. Moses and other
seniors saw “God standing on a pavement of a
clear-as-heaven sapphire stone. God said to
Moses, “Come up to Me on the mountain and
wait there, and I will give you the stone tablets
with the teaching and commandments which I
have inscribed to instruct them”(Mandel 286).

Otherwise, he would have dropped dead.
So that was proved.
Crow reclined, marvelling, on his heartbeat.

And he realized that God spoke CrowJust existing was His revelation.

But what loved the stones and spoke
stone?
They seemed to exist too.
And what spoke that strange silence
After his clamour of caws faded?

And what loved the shot-pellets
That dribbled from those strung-up
mummifying crows?
What spoke the silence of lead?

Crow realized there were two GodsOne of them much bigger than the other
Loving his enemies
And having all the weapons.
(beckoning.com)

This God is a task master – one who
attempts to educate the people to live in
an ordered manner, driving them to take
powerful positions. Also there is one
more God, who preaches love to
humanity, who is kind and loving
himself. “Crow realized there were two
Gods,” is the main argument of the poem.
One God has love for humanity and
proposes the philosophy of love and the
other God believes in power and money
and recommends weapons to conquer the
world. The ebullient crow is reminded of
the commandment: “‘Love your neighbor
as yourself.’ There is no commandment
greater than these” (Mark 12:31).
The crow is commenting on the way established
religion has prepared people to think and
approach life. There are commands to be
followed to become “ordered,” as the nineteenth
century German poet Holderlin uses the concept
in one of his poems: “But I sit” ... among / The
ordered oaks” (“Ages of Life” by Holderlin).
European religious system has created dogmas
and commandments and has institutionalized
thinking traditions. The crow is modern or even
post modern, as it emerges after the world wars,
after the invention of the atomic bombs and radar,
after the emergence of Nazism and Fascism, and
the colonial expansion that was possible with
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scientifically designed weapons and materialistic
trade. Hughes presents the crow as having lived
for thousands of years, and having witnessed the
way the commandments have been understood
by people, and how the dogmas of religion have
actually been used for geo-political expansion
into other continents and how the social system
has built a philosophy of the Enlightenment,
believing in the progress of mankind – but
actually ending in holocausts of all types. Now,
Hughes elevates the crow to become a symbol of
a universal critique of human civilization.
The crow suggests that when people came into
contact with other countries or with other
cultures during the processes of migration, they
could not practice the commandment of love with
them. The symbolic crow, like Eliot’s Tiresias in
Wasteland, condenses human experiences of two
thousand years and realizes that what it sees
currently does not tally with what it heard two
millenniums ago. In an ironic way, mocking its
own ignorance, it comes to the conclusion that
there must have been two Gods, after all.
The second God is a much bigger God as he has
dominated European ideologies of geopolitical
dreams of conquering the world and getting rid
of people who belong to other races and cultures.
In desperation the crow states wisely: “One of
them much bigger than the other / Loving his
enemies / And having all the weapons.” The
argument of the crow can be located in the Bible
as one of the important laws of Christianity:
Mark 12
One of the teachers of the law came and
heard them debating. Noticing that Jesus
had given them a good answer, he asked
him, “Of all the commandments, which is
the most important?”

“The most important one,” answered
Jesus, “is this: ‘Hear, O Israel: The Lord
our God, the Lord is one. Love the Lord
your God with all your heart and with all
your soul and with all your mind and with
all your strength.’
The second is this: ‘Love your neighbour
as yourself.’ There is no commandment
greater than these.”
“Well said, teacher,” the man replied.
“You are right in saying that God is one
and there is no other but him. To love him
with all your heart, with all your understanding and with all your strength, and
to love your neighbor as yourself is more
important than all burnt offerings and
sacrifices.” (The Biblegateway)
The fact that the crow is alive shows that God
loves him. Otherwise he would have been dead
by this time. We can sense the tongue in cheek
humour in the very first stanza and infer that only
the people who are favoured by God will be
allowed to live. At least, that is what is thought
by the crow. Its heart is still beating, and therefore
he is still alive, he consoles himself. The crow
emerges as a clown laughing at powerful
systems, exploiting the social space a comedian
has, to giggle at systems.
The question the crow has now in mind is this –
“But what loved the stones and spoke stone? /
They seemed to exist too.” Before the questions
and doubts something else is clear in the mind of
the crow - “And he realized that God spoke Crow
- / Just existing was His revelation.” God spoke
Crow, or God spoke like the crow? In trickster
literature, the crow becomes a symbol of life’s
vital and amoral energy. In the essay “Crow on
the Beach,” Ted Hughes defines trickster
literature and its role in human development:
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In Trickster literature the optimism and
creative joy are fundamental, and the
attempts to live, and to enlarge and
intensify life, however mismanaged, fill
up at every point with self-sufficient
meaning…(it) expresses the vital factor
compressed beneath the affliction at times
– the renewing, sacred spirit, searching its
depths for new resources and directives,
exploring towards new emergence and
growth… Maybe at bottom that is what
Trickster is: the optimism of the sperm
still battling zestfully along after 150
million years… This particular view of the
Trickster Saga was my guiding metaphor
when I set out to make what I could of
Crow. (Hughes 239-241)
Therefore, from the perspective of Hughes, when
God speaks crow, he is speaking the language of
the crow – the language of survival which was
spoken by the stone, a way of life moving towards
geopolitical and economic security of a
community that has been driven out continuously from various parts of the world. Since it
is essential for this group of people to get lands
for themselves, they have established their codes
of behaviour, created a social and religious
identity and instead of being ruled, have taken
the necessary steps to become rulers themselves.
The bible says in Exodus 23: 20-23 that God said
the following:
I will send forth My terror before you, and
I will throw into panic all the people
among whom you come, and I will make
all your enemies turn tail before you…I
will drive them out before you little by
little, until you have increased and possess
the land…I will deliver the inhabitants of
the land into your hands, and you will
drive them out before you. (Mandel 286)

The clever crow understands what was
communicated through the voice of the stones.
This is the serious work of building political
supremacy and the unscrupulous crow cannot fit
in this ordered society. Religions have underlying
agendas of social authority and geopolitical
domination, the crow understands through some
solemn thinking.
“What spoke the silence of lead?” – is yet another
important question posed by the crow. Lead has
highly toxic compounds and has been used for
thousands of years, at least from the fourth
century BCE. Even the Romans used lead for
many purposes (Harkup). The killer bullet of the
modern warfare silences people, and what
quality in human mind has created these toxic
elements to destroy fellow lives? The anti-thesis
of speech and silence denotes the voice of the
chemical element and the silence of the person
who is killed. The silent lead actually speaks
aloud and the man who can speak is silenced.
The lead shot-pellets that were dribbling down
in the process of shooting birds have been a part
of human life “And what loved the shot-pellets /
That dribbled from those strung-up mummifying crows?” – the crow is asking. M a n k i n d
has been using the birds to sanctify their religions
and belief systems. Human beings have used the
world of nature to be part of their death rites and
rituals and birds have played a role in man’s
salvation. Ancient Egyptian tombs are supposed
to have had millions of bird mummies that were
used to sanctify the king’s glory.
While some have been discovered
alongside human burials, others – most
notably the sacred ibis bird – were
mummified as part of rituals designed to
curry favour with the Gods. More than 4
million sacred ibis mummies have been
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found in the catacombs of Tuna el-Gebel
and 1.75 million have been discovered in
the ancient burial ground of Saqqara. The
vast majority were votive offerings to the
God Thoth, a practice that had its heyday
between 450 B.C. and 250 B.C. (Davis)
Is the crow really talking about the Egyptian
religious systems? Or, is it using the mummified
crow as a metaphor to refer to the war crimes of
the twentieth century? Is it a critique on modern
war and greed? The reference to lead and shotpellets give a war framework to the image of the
mummified crow, in spite of its archaeological
location. The dribbling shot-pellets might be a
reminder or a co-relative to the dripping of blood
on human bodies, strung up.
The paradox presented by Hughes is similar to
what Blake perceived much earlier with a famous
question: “Did he who made the Lamb make
thee?” (Blake) Nietzsche too has some questions:
If one could observe the strangely painful,
equally coarse and refined comedy of
European Christianity with the derisive
and impartial eye of an Epicurean god, I
should think one would never cease
marveling and laughing; does it not
actually seem that some single will has
ruled over Europe for eighteen centuries
in order to make a sublime abortion of man?
(Nietzsche Beyond Good and Evil 45)
Stephen Greenblatt in his historical study The
Swerve: How the Renaissance Began traces how
Epicurean philosophy of the pursuit of pleasure
managed to escape Christian destructions of
ancient ideologies, and has managed to build a
parallel philosophy of the atomic construction of
the natural world. The ancient world was well
preserved by scribes’ copying (86). These vast
numbers of books were preserved in Alexandria,
in a Museum. Intellectual inheritance of Greek,

Latin, Babylonian, Egyptian and Jewish cultures
were assembled for research here by 300 BCE.
The Ptolemic kings of Alexandria brought leading
scholars, scientists, and poets and gave them “life
appointments at the Museum, with handsome
salaries, tax exemptions, free food and lodging,
and the almost limitless resources of the library”
(87). High intellectual standards were established
and Euclid developed geometry; Archimedes
estimated the value of pi; Eratosthenes posited
that the earth was round; Galen brought great
innovations to medicine; astronomers postulated
a heliocentric universe; geometers deduces the
length of year as 365 and ¼ and proposed a leap
year, etc. (87) By fourth century CE, all this came
to an end, when “Emperor Constantine began the
process whereby Rome’s official religion became
Christianity…The state had embarked on the
destruction of paganism” (89-90).
From hence, the usual process of vandalism
begins, as when a new religion evolves as a social
and political power and it attempts to wipe out
the traces of the earlier existing religions and
cultures. The religion that puts forward the idea
of love has no time to practice it, and destroys
temples and statues and kills philosophers for
their views of life. We can view the crow’s
analysis of religious theology within this
historical framework. The whole experience of a
birth of a religious ideology and its development
is comical to the crow, and it brings our attention
to the differences between what is preached and
what is practiced.
Similar paradoxical concept of “Two Selves” is
discussed by Hughes in an essay on Coleridge
“The Snake in the Oak.” Hughes argues that
Coleridge had two selves and “was two people.”
Coleridge was aware of “a cold hollow spot, an
aching in the heart” when he prayed to his God.
Hughes quotes from a Notebook entry of
Coleridge written in 1805:
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Ah, but even in boyhood there was a cold
hollow spot, an aching in the heart, when
I said my prayers – that prevented my
entire union with God – that I could not
give up, or that would not give me up –
as if a snake had wreathed around my
heart, and at this one spot its mouth
touched at and inbreathed a weak
incapability of willing it away… that spot
in my heart [is] even my remaining and
unleavened Self – all else the Love of
Christ in and thro’ Christ’s love of me.
(Hughes, “The Snake in the Oak” 377)

the world. The age of modern colonialism began about 1500, following the
European discoveries of a sea route
around Africa’s southern coast (1488) and
of America (1492). With these events sea
power shifted from the Mediterranean to
the Atlantic and to the emerging nationstates of Portugal, Spain, the Dutch
Republic, France, and England. By
discovery, conquest, and settlement, these
nations expanded and colonized throughout the world, spreading European
institutions and culture (Magdoff et al).

One of the selves is the Christian self – as the son
of a Vicar, and as a Unitarian preacher himself.
The other self of Coleridge questioned
“Christianity or its moralizing intelligence,” says
Hughes. A “great snake” wrapped him and
“constantly kissed him,” argues Hughes again.
He sums up the personality of Coleridge as “Two
Selves.” (377)

The colonial enterprise has Judaic thought in its
principles, becoming its philosophy and guiding
force. The poem “Crow’s Theology” can be very
easily interpreted as a satire on western colonialism. Land expansion was the primary motive
of the European, and his secondary motive was
to bring in his concept of love and civilization.
These are the two Gods of the crow and the two
selves of Coleridge that have probably led
Hughes to shape his thoughts in this direction.
Every religion serves a socio-political purpose,
as it is born out of some socio-political need, and
religions carry this political relevance as a part
of their configuration.

The two aspects of religion as discussed by the
crow and Coleridge’s notes argue how theology
has political and social implications. A religion
is created as a moral defense system of a group
of people who aim at social and political power.
Codes and rituals help them acquire a singlemindedness and purposeful will power to reach
their aims. This materialism clings on to spiritual
values and systems of religious philosophies.
When we read how Moses receives inspiration
from God to lead his people into success and
power, we also can visualize how Europeans who
came under the powerful codes and dogma of
the Judaic-Christian system were able to wipe out
people from different continents without a trace
of guilt.
Western colonialism, a political-economic phenomenon whereby various
European nations explored, conquered,
settled, and exploited large areas of

Social reformers, therefore approach religion not
from the theological position, but from a political
position. The poet like Ted Hughes in the
twentieth century takes up the role of an ideology
checker as the century witnessed major wars and
massacres. The postmodern query was to find out
the origin of totalitarian thinking. Poets too have
joined the group of critics and have begun to
question the role played by religion in group
thinking patterns. Religions have created the
system of ordered worship to bring in a certain
kind of sustenance to certain sections. The
Europeans did not hesitate to get rid of the natives
in spite of talking about the concept of loving the
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fellow human being. Periyar in the essay
“Kudiyarasu” written in 1932 after his world tour
to Europe, Africa and Srilanka to lecture on SelfRespect Movement says:
Religions are institutions that establish
and propagate amongst people the
concept and emotion of God as almighty
and universally powerful. They do not
aim at economic freedom of people or
equality. They have not been able to
support people who are living like slaves
to other men for their livelihood. A man
from a particular religion treats another
man who follows the same religious
principles as his slave. But, he teaches
religious adages that say all are children
of God. Also, he preaches that all are
equal. When these religious minded
people get into economic activities, they
get caught in differences like poor-rich,
slave-master and so on. At such times, he
forgets the principles of his religion, the
power of almighty God and the principles
of equality (Periyar 259 - My translation
from Tamil).
Periyar is talking about the very same paradoxical
nature of humanity’s religions that speak
spirituality and practice materialistic, economic
and hegemonic power systems. Religion has two
selves tackling the spiritual needs of people on
the one side, and helping ambitious people build
their economic, socio-political and geographical
powers. Ted Hughes’ crow also speaks the same
content using the platform of Judaic-Christianity,
as a sample for analysis. Periyar makes a general
assessment on all religions claiming that they
have been created with an ulterior motive of
money and power. He says further that religions
have blocked mankind making use of human
intelligence for the welfare of all in his book

Kadavul Oru Karpanaiye in 1971 (God is a Flight
of the Imagination):
Not to have used human intelligence for
human development and for a life without
worry and for bringing changes for the
growth of humanity – is because of the
development of beliefs in concepts like
god, the power of god and the actions of
god which are mere foolhardiness…if
man has not thought about god…he
would have learnt to live without
worries… who are the people who do not
have sorrow and failure in spite of
believing in the almighty god? (Periyar
276)
Periyar’s framework of thinking is born out of
his encounter with the socio-political aspect of
Indian religions that are not codified to address
all the people. Therefore Indian religions cater
to sections of people and do not aim at spreading
like colonialism and its religions with their subsects. The issue is that these various Indian
religions are ordered in a hierarchic manner
becoming part of their social milieu in a
monarchic set up. After the intervention of
colonialism in India, with the introduction of
democracy, the hierarchy began to be disturbed
and even the social and political roles or works
of sections underwent a change. Money making
and social survival became an important theme
of all types of clans and in this social upheaval
old social order lost its political relevance
completely.
Hughes’ crow is talking about the god of money,
greed and power and Periyar’s words too are
born out of the same context – he too blames
religious theological systems for bringing sorrow
into the lives of people by codifying most of them
as low, and he says that these systems have
permanently located most of the people in
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ignorance, poverty and suffering. They have been
trained to think that because of their sins in their
previous birth, they have been created in poverty,
and such thoughts cow them down forever killing
their individuality and sense of will and even the
sense of their innate power. We cannot dismiss
Peri-yar ’s thought as Epicurean, like the
European civilization did for Greek and Roman
thought, and then went all over the world killing
people and destroying civilizations. Instead, we
have to analyze the reason for poems like
“Tyger,” “Crow’s Theology,” and the ideas of
thinkers like Coleridge, Periyar and Nietzsche.
As an example from India will tell us how mighty
ideologies of noble thoughts are created by
theologies for the purity of soul on one side, and
on the other side powerful social methods are
created for suppressing people – to construct a
strong work force, and to keep them out of power
forever, as they are told their caste is by birth. It
is a social system of hierarchy, probably built in
the style of nature in which all segments are interrelated but not in an equal basis. Nature, in spite
of such a system, did not build ideologies of high
and low and even a virus has the power of the
highest species on earth, though it appears to be
the smallest. Mankind has not been able to imitate
the structure of the universe that balances all
organisms well, and thinkers and poets
constantly draw our attention to the duality in
man’s thought.
The paradox in religious thought, hence, is
universal – as man has to live and survive and
the high concepts have to carry the basic survival
concepts too. The trickster crow does not present
black comedy to us, instead, he teaches us to take
it on our stride the fact that man is dual.
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The research article entitled, “A Comparative Study of Kazuo Ishiguro’s An Artist of the Floating
World and ‘Summer After The War” analyse Kazuo Ishiguro’s novel An Artist of the Floating
World and his short story ‘Summer After The War’ in terms of the narratology, characterization,
genre and the historical setting. The similar themes, characters and the incidents are repeated
in both the novel and the short story. The tremendous change Japan underwent after the Second
World War due to the American occupation of Japan or the Americanization of Japan was
welcomed by the younger generation and repelled by the older generation, which in-turn
caused the inter-generational conflicts in the traditional Japanese family settings. The
intergenerational rift between the older and the younger generation is represented by the
projection of the grandfather and his grandson in both the novel and the short story.

Keywords: Americanization, Oji, Genesis, Genre, Imperialism, Nationalism,
Propaganda, and Protégé.
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K

azuo Ishiguro is an English novelist,
screenplay writer and a short-story
writer. Ishiguro is one of the most
celebrated contemporary fiction
authors in the English-speaking world. He was
born in Nagasaki, Japan in 1954 and moved to
England in 1960 when his father took a position
at the National Institute of Oceanography. He
acquired the British Citizenship in 1983. He has
received four Man Booker Prize nominations for
An Artist of the Floating World, The Remains of the
Day, When We Were Orphans, and Never Let Me Go
and won the Booker Prize in 1989 for his novel
The Remains of the Day. In 2017, the Swedish
Academy awarded Ishiguro the Nobel Prize in
Literature.
Ishiguro began his career in 1981 by publishing
a collection of the short stories. In 1982 his first
novel, A Pale View of Hills was published. He has
published a short story ‘Summer After the War’
in 1983. Ishiguro’s second novel, An Artist of the
Floating World was published in 1986 and it was
awarded Whitbread Book of the Year and
shortlisted for the Booker Prize. Currently, An
Artist of the Floating World has been translated into
over 40 languages around the world. Kazuo
Ishiguro has written seven novels and a short
story book entitled Nocturnes: Five Stories of Music
and Nightfall.
An Artist of the Floating World and ‘Summer After
The War’ belongs to the genre of the realist fiction,
set in fictional city in Japan in the years following
the end of the Second World War. Before
examining the narratology and the characterization, it is of the great relevance to have a
clear picture of the circumstances prevailed in
Japan during the first half of the twentieth
Century.
Japan encountered a huge economic crisis in
1920s. The peasants, labourers and the poor slum
dwellers were the extreme sufferers of the

poverty. To fight against the poverty and to
strengthen the economy, nationalist sentiments
rose. These sentiments took the form of the
Imperialistic attitude. Japanese thought that they
had to become as powerful as the British and the
French empire to become the Asian supreme
power. In An Artist of the Floating World, Matsuda
is a character represents this imperia-listic
attitude and influences Ono, the protagonist to
take part in the Japan’s Imperialistic Mission. This
Imperial attitude led Japan to join in the World
War II, Japan allied with the Axis powers,
Germany and Italy against the Allied powers. In
1931, Japan invaded Manchuria in a quest for
greater resources. The war there was renewed
again in 1937. The Chinese Champaign of 1937
serves as a crucial aspect of both ‘Summer After
The war’ and An Artist of the Floating World for
both Oji and Ono are the propaganda artists
applauded for their contributions in making the
Chinese Champaign respectively. The National
sentiments ran high in the Japan during 1930s
and the Japanese citizens made a lot of sacrifice
for their country and the Emperor. The Axis
countries lost the war in 1945, and Japan in
particular suffered huge amounts of damage by
the two nuclear bombs dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. This caused both extreme damage
to physical infrastructure and caused emotional
trauma.
a. An Artist of the Floating World is the genesis
of ‘Summer After the War’
‘Summer After the War’ was published in 1983
and An Artist of the Floating World in 1986. The
comparative analysis of the both can show
innumerable similarities. Therefore, it is
justifiable when an eminent critic Sim states that
“‘Summer After the War’ prefigures certain ideas
in An Artist of the Floating World and allows us to
appreciate the expanded historical perspective
sought by the novel.”(96) Hence “’Summer After
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the War’ acted as a kind of trial run for the novel.”
(40)
An Artist of the Floating World consists of four
parts and the title of the sections is the four
different time zones compressing from 1948 to
1950, they are October 1948, April 1949,
November 1949 and June 1950. Although the
novel is set in an unnamed Japanese city during
the Reconstruction era following Japan’s
surrender in 1945, it is structured through the
interwoven memories of protagonist Masuji Ono.
Ono “has escaped prosecution, but worries that
his dubious past will prejudice the wedding
negotiations for his daughter, Noriko”(Lewis 51).
His reminiscent of the past memories forms the
whole of the novel, he narrates about his
childhood, his career, and the inter-generational
conflict created after the Second World War due
to the Americanization. Ono holds on to the old
traditional ideals and values and his grandson
Ichiro symbolically represents the Americanized
modern Japan.
The duo of the grandfather and grandson play
the prominent role in ‘Summer After The War.’
Here, Ichiro, a young boy of seven years old is a
narrator. He had lost his parents in the war and
saw the devastated effects of the war. He had
come to live with his grandfather. Ichiro and his
Oji’s (grandfather in the Japanese language)
bonding is the highlight of this short story. Oji
was also a famous painter just like Ono in An
Artist of the Floating World and he had also made
propaganda posters of the Chinese Champaign
1937.
Ichiro is denied by his grandmother when
he asks to see his Oji’s paintings, “I expect
they’ve been tidied away. We can look for
them another time.”(Ishiguro, “Summer
After,” 123). Just like Ichiro of An Artist of
the Floating World is denied by Ono when
asked to show his pain-tings, “They’re

tidied away for the moment. Now, Ichiro,
let’s get back to important things….”
(Ishiguro, An Artist 32).
But, Ichiro of the short story accidently comes
across the paintings of Oji and was disappointed,
because he was expecting something else rather
than the bright coloured posters with slogans
written on it. Noriko, the housemaid of Ichiro
refuses to explain what is written on the Oji’s
propaganda posters to Ichiro. Noriko tells that
the war was a mistake and caused the great harm.
Noriko is the name of the younger unmarried
daughter in An Artist of the Floating World. The
names are repeated in the novel and the short
story.
In the period of the American occupation, previously employed personal who were involved
in the Japan’s Imperialistic cause were fired from
their jobs. To gain employment in any sector
Japanese had to satisfy their American superiors
with their clean records free of the Nation’s
Imperialistic activities in their past:
The American Occupation, which began
in September 1945 and was to last until
May 1952, initiated a vast democratization process. Led by General Douglas
MacArthur, the Supreme Commander of
the Allied Powers, Japan was transformed through demobilization of its
armed forces, constitutional reform and
the removal of prominent nationalists
from public office. The Americans hoped
to eradicate the raging imperialism that
had supported incursions into Manchuria
and other parts of south-east Asia in the
1930s under General Tojo’s military
dictatorship (Lewis 49).
In ‘Summer After The War’ Oji’s pupil approach
him and requests him to write a letter to his
superiors stating that he was not involved with
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Oji in his Chinese Champaign in 1937. Oji’s letter
will satisfy his superiors and Americans and he
would be granted a teaching post in the school.
A similar incident is repeated in An Artist of the
Floating World. Shintaro is Ono’s pupil and he
approaches Ono with the same request and he
too intents to secure a teaching post in the school.
Both Oji and Ono refused to write the letter and
termed it as the great insult. They accused their
pupils of cowardice and tell them to own up to
their past mistakes and take the responsibility of
it.
b. Narrators of An Artist of the Floating World
and ‘Summer After the War’
‘Summer After the War’ is narrated in the child’s
perspective, hence the reader is not given the
solid facts of the events happening around him.
There are many gaps in the narrative process. But,
the readers grasp the graveness of the period in
which the story is set by the tone of the narration.
Ishiguro’s extremely skillful narration makes it
possible. An Artist of the Floating World is narrated
by the first person unreliable narrator, Ono.
Ono’s depiction of his great career and the
amount of guilt and shame he displays shows that
he was a famous painter. His elder daughter
Setsuko disregards his career by stating:
Forgive me, but it is perhaps important to
see things in a proper perspective. Father
painted some splendid pictures, and was
no doubt most influential amongst other
such painters. But … Father was simply a
painter. He must stop believing he has
done some great wrong. (Ishiguro, An
Artist 192-93).
The readers clearly see through the unreliable
narration of Ono. Ono’s lapse in memory may be
due to his old age or as per his convenience Ono
remembers and forgets his past memories. It is
impossible to read Ishiguro’s works once and

makes one’s own conclusions; every reading
provides us with different perspectives. Except
The Buried Giant all of Ishiguro’s works are
narrated by the first person unreliable narrators.
c. The Artists in An Artist of the Floating World
and ‘Summer After the War’: The Painter’s
Community in Japan during 1930s.
Ono’s career can be classified into three stages.
The first stage comprises of his working in Takeda
firm as a painter. An eminent critic Brian W.
Shaffer notes that “Here commercial values
rather than aesthetic ones reign supreme, and the
students are asked to grind out Orientalist,
stereotypically Japanese paintings for the foreign
buyers….”( 51) In the second phase Ono leaves
the Takeda firm and joins Seiji Moriyama and
stays in his villa as his protégé for seven years:
If Ono’s former firm adopts an art-forprofit’s-sake mentality, the new firm
adopts an art-for-art’s-sake one, a
formalist agenda…true to the stereotype,
Mori-san’s bohemian world involves
wanton drinking and the indulgence in
sensual pleasures….(Shaffer 52)
The third stage of Ono’s career, where “he next
finds himself working in the service of Japan’s
growing nationalist and imperialist aims.”
(Shaffer 53) Shaffer makes a point that:
Ono also undergoes an evolution within
this third stage of his career, beginning
with a concern for the glaring economic
inequalities of his society, and ending
with the prostitution of himself and his
art to fascist war-aims that are utterly
unrelated to the plight of the suffering
poor. (55)
It’s painfully visible that the novel “remains
skeptical of all three of Ono’s artistic stages: art
in the service of purely commercial, aesthetic, or
political ends” (Shaffer 59).
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A well renowned critic Barry Lewis gives the
historical resemblance of Okada-Shingen society
mentioned in An Artist of the Floating World, which
supports the propaganda artists like Ono:
This organization is the fictitious
equivalent of the real-life Nika Society, a
private group of painters who allied
themselves with the government control
of the arts from 1935. Artists were
encouraged to follow social-realist
principles in their activities to promote the
state. The initiative was led by the minister
of education, Genji Matsuda, who is
represented in the book by Chishu
Matsuda. (59)
In ‘The Summer After The War’ Oji’s career takes
a similar trajectory as Ono’s in An Artist of the
Floating World and just like Ono, Oji is also left
alone to ponder over his career. Sim states that
An Artist of the Floating World “raises normative
issues and the question of the link between public
and private history”(36). This statement is
applicable for ‘Summer After The War’ too.
d. Americanization: The Changing Circumstances in Japan
Ishiguro’s An Artist of the Floating World and
‘Summer After The War’ are concerned with
transformations in Japanese society occurred
after the Second World War and focuses on the
latter years of the American occupation. The
influence of the American occupation on Japan
is known as Americanization. The Post-World
War II Japan was a time of great change and
upheaval of the traditional values. The younger
generation of Japan was extremely interested in
the ideas of democracy and capitalism preached
by the Americans. America after the Second
World War was not only in control of Japan but
one of the most influential powers on the world

stage. Post-war wealth in the United States
allowed for a booming culture industry, including
movies and television shows. Ono’s grandson
Ichiro in An Artist of the Floating World enacts
American superhero Lone Ranger and American
comic character Popeye the Sailorman instead of
Japanese Ninja and Samurai. Ono finds himself
blamed by the new generation who accuse him
of being part of Japan’s misguided foreign policy,
and is forced to confront the ideals of the modern
times as represented by his grandson.
e. Familial bonding between grandfathers and
their grandsons in An Artist of the Floating
World and ‘Summer After the War’
In the short story, soon after the Second World
War, Ichiro comes to Kagoshima, a fictional town
in Japan to visit his Oji from Tokyo. As the story
proceeds it becomes clear that Ichiro’s visit is
rather permanent and not just a summer vacation.
Oji says, “This is your home now, Ichiro. No need
to leave until you’ve grown up. Even then, you
may want to stay here. No need to worry. No need
at all” (Ishiguro, “Summer After The War” 125).
Ichiro’s parents are not mentioned in the short
story and the people around Ichiro are extremely
careful while mentioning anything related to the
Second World War. Oji’s pupil seemed guilt
ridden when he accidently mentions the war and
the death of his friends in front of Ichiro. The
readers get the impression by these minute clues
that may be Ichiro lost his parents due to the war
and most probably his father was a soldier.
Ichiro is close to his grandparents, especially his
Oji. Ichiro states that he found his Oji’s house
comfortable and peaceful, when compared to his
stay in Tokyo. Ichiro witnessed the havoc caused
by the war and was devastated by it. Oji has a
certain morning routine of exercising and Ichiro
is quite fascinated by his Oji’s workout. Ichiro in
his free time imagines his Oji and him fighting
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against the thieves in the alley. Oji teaches Ichiro
to paint and he learns painting with great
enthusiasm, Oji even takes Ichiro to different
beautiful sceneries to carry on with his painting.
Oji also includes Ichiro in his daily workout
routine. At the end of the day, when Oji is taking
his bath, Ichiro would stand outside the bathroom
and talk to his grandfather about the matters,
which he cannot share with anybody. This has
become sort of a ritual between them. One fine
day Oji had a heart attack and during his recovery
time, Ichiro misses their daily activities. He paints
a maple tree for his Oji. Oji keeps it by his bedside
and believes that it will help him in fast recovery.
Later Oji recovers and Ichiro gets extremely
happy and tells him that he wishes to become a
painter in the future. The short story ends with
the laughter of Oji and Ichiro. The bonding
between the grandfather and the grandson is
heartwarming.
In ‘Summer After The War’ Americanization is
not highlighted as in An Artist of the Floating
World. In An Artist of the Floating World Ichiro
stands for the Americanized modern Japan,
enacts American super heroes. Ichiro is not much
respectful towards his grandfather like a typical
Japanese child, but he shows great affection and
care for his grandfather’s well-beings. He keeps
Ono occupied with his questions, they go to

watch an American movie together and they
enjoy a lot of time spending together enjoying
each other’s company. Ichiro is a very understanding and sensitive boy.
Ishiguro’s works never resolve firmly. His
characters remain with their unresolved conflicts
yet all of them like Ono and Oji in An Artist of the
Floating World and ‘Summer After The War ’
respectively hopes for the better future. Ono
resolves to let go of his past inhabitations and
wishes well for the young generation. Oji and
Ichiro resolve to make the best use of the time
left with them to be together and to find
happiness in the small things.
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Ekphrasis is a term attributed to the words which has the ability to make absent
things present by creating virtual images in the listener’s mind. Its ability to
bring its subject before the eyes transforming the listeners to spectators makes
it an effective tool of representation of reality. This paper attempts to read
Cherukad Govinda Pisharodi’s Manninte Maril in the light of ekphrasis.
Cherukad brings to life the place Athikodu and through his vivid and detail
portrayal; he transforms it into a space. The reader too lives through the
experiences of its characters. The paper analyses how an ekphrastic reading of
Manninte Maril helps to transcend the place Athikodu from the pages and make
it live in the memories of the readers.

Keywords: Ekphrasis, Athikodu, Virtual Place, Verbal Picture.
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U

sed as a rhetoric device, ekphrasis was
defined in terms of its effect on an
audience by Theon as “expository
speech which vividly brings the
subject before our eyes.” Ekphrasis according to
the ancient definitioncan be of any length, of any
subject matter, composed in verse or prose, using
any verbal techniques, as long as it brings its
subject before the eyes modifying the listeners
into spectators. Here words with their ability to
make absent things present, create virtual images
in the listener’s mind. Cherukad in his Manninte
Maril brings to life the landscape of Athikodu
through his vivid and detailed description. The
reader seems to live through the story being a
part of Athikodu. Athikodu is described vibrantly that no reader can escape themselves from
creating a visual image in their mind about the
place. The place becomes dear for both its
dwellers and the readers and even transforms to
a space. This paper attempts an ekphrastic
reading of Manninte Maril to analyze how the
place Athikodu transcends from the pages
making the readers weave both its intrinsic and
extrinsic beauty.

Manninte Maril portrays the ceaseless and
undying bond between the Karimbanakal family
and the place Athikodu, an abundantly fertile
land uncultivated and unfrequented by people
because of fear of pigs and other wild animals
from the jungle nearby. It is a truth to say that
one may be able to take Karimbanakal family off
from Athikodu, but never Athikodu from the
Karimbanakal family’s soul. It is their life giving
blood and breath. E.M.S. Namboothiripad in his
preface to Manninte Maril remarked that if each
speaks of the soil of Athikodu holds the life of
Karimbanakal family, then it could be rightly said
that each drop of their life has been soaked up
with the soil of Athikodu. Each member of
Karimbanakal family has got an intense,
inseparable, emotional bondage with each soil

grain of the land that the trees they have planted
are named after their family members as
muthayipilavu representing Kondaren belong to
the first generation of Karimbanakal family and
chankaranpaliyal representing Chankaran
belonging to the last. Athikodu also holds the
remains of their ancestors for their precursors
insisted so “nneibidathanne” (let me be buried in
this very soil). In their life and death they wanted
to merge with the soil – the soil that fed them
through generations.
In Writing about Art, Majorie Munsterberg opines
about the two essential features of ekphrasis.
The first one emphasizes the possibilities of the
verbal and limitation of the visual being that the
descriptive ability of verbal can weave elements
that could not be perceived in a picture or a
portrait which is frozen in time. A portrait or
picture, borrowing from Keats, hence can be
described as the “still unravish’d bride of
quietness,” “the foster-child of silence and slow
time.” It captures a moment’s instance. A
sumptuous portrait of Athikodu cannot fully
permeate and imbibe the bonding of Karimbanakal family towards the land. It can neither
measure the magnitude of sweat that has blended
with each speck of the soil, the intensity of love
immensely wrapped in while naming each tree,
the anguish experienced by each members at the
thought of losing Athikodu, the extend of
confidence exhibited while showing their
readiness to increase the pâttam if it was to retain
their land. The hardships undergone by the
family to clear the dense wild foliage into highly
cultivatable land forcing others to take their path,
the pain taken by Komban Konderan Chami
Ayappan, and Kochu Konderan to drive away the
pigs and other wild animals day and night, the
amount of love shown through nursing it like one
among them, the unbeatable stubbornness shown
by Kochu Konderan in retaining his land during
highly tensed situations do not find a room in a
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portrait. There are elements in abundance that
do not come into the picture. Each description in
the novel gives immense room for the readers to
develop images in their mind turning them from
mere readers to spectators. The readers never get
a chance to wander off from the direction the
author has set. Athikodu hence become a space
rather than a place where the Karimbanakal
family construe their identity. At the end, the
readers find that Athikodu is dear not only to its
dwellers but also to themselves.
Like Hardy’s Wessex and R. K. Narayan’s Malgudi, Athikodu is a virtual place made to feel real
in the imagination of the reader with its vivid
portrayal. This encompasses the second feature
considered as the essence of ekphrasis. The
description of Athikodu persuade the readers to
believe in the imaginative understanding of art.
The whole plot is built around the place Athikodu
that it takes the central position and transcends
from the pages being that this does not remain
to be a unique story. It is the story of those who
have felt the nerves of the land through bonding
and devotion. The Karimbanakal family before
sixty years cleared the barren forest and made it
fertile. They planted mango tree, jack fruit tree,
tamarind tree, coconut tree. From 10 pâttam the
cultivation was even extended to meet the

demand of 100 pâttam. It is the burial place of
Komban Konderan, Konda, and Chami. It holds
the entirety of a family. With Muthayipulavu and
Chankaranplavu, Karimbanakal family has
imprinted its roots in Athikodu. Athikodu turns
to an icon that it represents how hard work,
reverence, passion and devotion can transform
an unfriendly dense forest to a cultivable land.
Ekphrasis calls attention to the relationship
between words and images whose synergy helps
the readers to decipher the text better. By
visualizing the description, it creates an illuminative liveliness. Hence, Cherukad has been
successful in enhancing his work so as to take on
a life of its own through its brilliant description
that the spirit of his work will only die when the
readers lose their imaginative faculty.
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Rohinton Mistry, Indo-Canadian writer, is known for his engagement with the Indian socio-political
reality and the Parsi ethos. His novels are known for their compassionate realism. The present
paper studies Rohinton Mistry’s well-acclaimed novel Such a Long Journey (1991) which depicts
nuances of the life of Parsi community within the Hindu majority India. This paper aims to study
such insights in his novel and the social structure, as well as socio-political and religious ills in the
postmodern context. It also sheds light on certain cultural values and the issue of identity of Parsi
people. The novel emphasizes social realism and presents a sociological study of human nature. It
is concerned with struggles of the Parsi community for existence in the history and politics of
India. The minority status always haunts his characters whose presence and identity seem to be
threatened by the majority. As a result, the Parsi community has found it expedient to owe allegiance
to those in power. They cannot get rid of the sense of ‘otherness’ that always influence and remind
them of their status in society. This dichotomy between ‘self’ and ‘other’ argues Nandini BhautooDewnarain is the important undercurrent in Mistry’s writing which he handles with realism.

Keywords: Ethnicity, Identity, Sense of Loss, Rituals, Religion, Culture.
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R

ohinton Mistry’s Such a Long Journey
is a political, social and religious
journey of the central character
named Gustad Noble, a bank employee, who lives in a Parsi compound with his
wife Dilnavaz and three children. Gustad’s life
is strained by the household responsibility and
the harsh social and political reality of India.
Gustad nurses a silent pain with the disappearance of his older friend Major Bilimoria
and most significantly his childhood memories.
The story of the novel revolves around his
vulnerable life which changes completely with
the arrival of a parcel from his old friend Major
Bilimoria who requests him to deposit some
money in a fictitious account. The novel also
refers to the personal and political issue of money
laundering. Later, Bilimoria is arrested and
imprisoned for his involvement in the national
plot of money laundering with the political
ramifications.
Mistry’s engagement with the issue of identity
of the Parsis dates backwards in history to their
exodus from Iran to Gujarat, retaining some
traces of their original cultural identity. Mistry’s
experiences in this regard find utterances in Such
a Long Journey. The novel is concerned with the
collective identity rather than the individual. We
can also notice the sense of insecurity. Jagdish
Batra observes that the main characters like
Gustad in Such a Long Journey face a psychological dilemma relating to their own identity.
They feel a sense of insecurity which finds
emphasis in their minority status and as secondclass citizens. There is also a sense of loss. The
old generations expect that the new generation
shall take forward the Parsi culture and ethos but
the representative of new generations like
Murad, Sohrab, Percy, and Darius etc., have their
own ideology and are not much concerned about
their ancient culture and heritage. Jagdish Batra

in his book Rohinton Mistry Identity, Values and
Other Sociological Concerns, observes that the
novels depict the fast eroding value system in the
individual and public life, the endangered Parsi
identity, and an essential humanism. (Batra 13)
Though limited in number there are references
to the Parsi cultural, mythical and historical
figures, to obviate their sense of rootlessness.
Mistry in a limited sense explores the historic past
of the Parsi community and focuses on their
identity in the form of their life style, religion,
and various cultural exhibits. According to
Jagdish Batra ‘Mistry devotes considerable space
to describe the system of Parsi prayers and
rituals.’(Batra 32) During the colonial rule the
Parsis established a rapport with the British rulers
to protect their commerce or trade. Later they
started to imitate the Europeans in their life style,
practices, education and also language. This was
evident in their contribution to the freedom
struggle and Indian nationalism. Such ethnic
identity finds beautiful representation in Mistry’s
novels.
The novel depicts the life of people who are quite
aloof from the rest and are involved in their own
world without interrupting others’ except
expressing their concerns over the issues of local,
national and international concerns. Dilnavaz has
fascination about milkman’s short tail of hair
growing from the center of his perfectly shaven
head. She is not sure about the case in which it is
the practice. It is her ignorance others religion
that is the majority Hindu religion.
Though the Parsee’s have their own identity, they
smoothly mixed with the dominant Hindu
culture. Many Hindu rituals and practices
became a part and parcel of their life. They have
adopted the Indian culture and language and
simultaneously have retained their identity. The
novel focuses on their faithfulness, devotion and
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sincerity and significantly their ability to
compromise or adjust with the situation without
disturbing social harmony. Furthermore, the
novel also focuses on the Parsi culture, rituals
such as last rights at the Tower of silence, the
philosophy of Zarathustra and the religious and
holy men like Dustoorji Kookadaru and Meherji
Rana etc. They are emotionally attached to their
daglis, Kustis, sadras, shops, charity trust etc.
which emphasize their unique identity. The novel
focuses on their refined, sophisticated and
cultured behaviour. But when their place or the
only home is threatened, they feel restless as
described by Mistry: “And today we have that
bloody Shiv Sena wanting to make us second
class citizens” (Mistry 39).
Mistry also shows the changed status of Parsi
people in banking after Indira Gandhi’s decision
of nationalization of all banks. Dinshaw laments
on the changed scenario. He laments, “Parsis
were the kings of banking in those days” (Mistry
38). But now the situation is changed. Moreover,
he calls Indira Gandhi’s decision idiotic which is
no more useful. It is only a part of her vote
politics. He describes Indira Gandhi derogatorily,
“she is a shrewd woman; these are vote getting
tactics, showing the poor she is on their side. Saali
always up to some mischief” (Mistry 38-39).
Dinshawji and Gustad also blame her for
encouraging the demand of separate Maharashtra state which has caused the riots. They call
Indira Gandhi a racist. They also abuse Shiv Sena
for politicizing this issue of the separate state and
their bloody ways of subjugating people. More
ironically Dinshaw calls all party workers or
Maratha brigade ‘goondas’ who more hilariously
ran away like cockroaches due at the protection
of the banks by Pathans. The riots caused during
the struggle for a separate state have damaged
the Parsi reputation or status.

Mistry demonstrates the sensitivity of Parsi
families or communities to various anxieties.
Moreover, his characters express his concern for
the Parsi community and the changes that have
affected their life. Despite the conspiracy of
circumstances which have denied even modest
expectations, Gustad achieves triumphs with his
endurance. The novel portrays the journey of
Parsi community from prosperity to poverty.
Dinshawji remarks: ‘What days those were, yarr.
What fun we used to have. Parsis were the kings
of banking in those days. Such respect we used
to get. Now the whole atmosphere has been
spoiled ever since that Indira nationalized the
banks’ (Mistry 38). Most of the characters in the
novel belong to the minority community who
express their concern over the changes in society.
Although the central action of the novel revolves
around the life of the Parsi community at
Kodadad building, the narrative encompasses the
wider world beyond the Parsis, in which the main
characters function. According to Nandini
Bhautoo- Dewnarain “this technique of moving
from the localized Parsi story to the larger
national story is one that the author defines in
his subsequent novels” (24-25).
The narrative is simultaneously concerned with
the inner world and the complex contemporary
social and political surrounding. Folklore, myths
and various beliefs comprise the Parsi tradition.
More seriously, the novel emphasizes the issue
of Parsi rituals especially the funeral through the
portrayal of the three funerals or the issue of the
disposal of the dead body at the Tower of Silence.
Three different deaths explore different serious
issues attached to it. It also emphasizes the fact
that mere imitation of rituals is not the good
practice to be carried out purposelessly. The first
is of Dinshawji, a close friend of Gustad, second
is of Jimmy Bilimoria and the third is of Tehmul
Lungraa. The novel focuses on each funeral with
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different traditional folk beliefs and rituals.
According to Nandini Bhautoo-Dewnarain,
Mistry ‘analyses the nature of belief in and
through various tones and modes - affective,
emotional, cerebral, auto-suggestive, ironic and
critical.’ (26) The funeral of Dinshawji is an
intensely personal experience for Gustad. The
saying of prayers preceding and during the
funeral ceremony is highly emotional. It focuses
on the ancient purity of the death ritual. During
Bilimoria’s funeral the narrative voice seems
detached. Moreover, the narrative emphasizes
the politics of body-disposal within the Parsi
community and outside. Here, the orthodoxy of
the same death ritual is challenged. And the third
funeral is that of Tehmul, makes Gustad more
emotional. More significantly, it also helps Gustad
to find his own self and makes to accept the loss
as human life instead running away from it. All
such funeral narratives present different attitudes
towards tradition.
The novel represents the sacredness and the
ancient purity of the ritual as well as confronts
the contemporary debates over it by raising
various questions about environmental
desirability of the rituals of the dead and also the
practice of eating of the corpse by vultures. Mistry
more hilariously presents many postmodern
absurd concerns of the Parsi people, who fight
for the bits of meat in the compound wall. It raises
the question of adaptability. Mistry also focuses
on various habits critically and suggests that now
it is time to rethink of them in the contemporary
setting.
The novel also refers to the food habits of Parsi
who eat beef. Malcolm, one of the friends of
Gustad ironically opines that being a Parsi or a
Christian minority in India is good among the
Hindu populated country, because they get their
protein from the Hindu sacred cows where they

prefer mutton or chicken if more fashionable. He
also opines that eating beef is Holy because cows
are Holy. Further, he also believes that the less
demand from the majority of Hindus for beef has
helped to keep down the price of it. Moreover,
argues Malcolm, “it is healthier because it is
holier” (Mistry 23). Mistry makes a parody of
this Hindu belief and reveals ironically that helps
Parsi to afford it. Everywhere there is an agitation
against cow slaughtering. The registered Trade
Unions of Sadhus and Holy men have started
country-wide agitation which describes Mistry
as “The wrath of the Gods was invoked upon the
murderers of sacred Gomata” (Mistry 221).
Taking all religious revolutions or movements it
can be said that the Parsi faith did not change
nor persuade others or forced their religion on
others. Mistry presents a very simplistic and
practical Parsi religion. Gustad’s idea of religion
rightly suits the Parsi faith. Gustad explains that
all religions are equal and one should be faithful
to one’s own religion which is not like clothes
which can be changed or replaced at a whim of
fashion. One should be rooted in one’s very
history.
The significant aspect of Such a Long Journey is its
Indianness. Despite Mistry’s migration to Canada
the novel does not portray the immigrant
experiences but is deeply rooted in the Indian
atmosphere especially the atmosphere of Bombay
from the Parsi’s point of views. The Khodadad
Building is where Gustad Noble, one of the
central characters has lived along with his family
and other Parsi neighbourhood. They all mix with
people of Hindu culture and despite some
personal conflicts adopted some common
cultural values and have lived with common
superstitions despite religious differences.
Moreover, the novel is unique for its absolute
Indianness. It also focuses on the corruption as
an ingrained part of Indian life.
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Thus, it can be averred that Mistry’s novel
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Technological breakthroughs though always seen with the positive lens, they too often encompass
new modes of control and domination. It is in this, the neglected question of (neo) technocolonialism
assumes importance in the global scenario. Among these ignored impacts, how technology leads
to Othering is seldom seen as a myth created by non-progressive elements of society. This paper
attempts to visualize the recreation of the Other through technological mediations by the analysis
of select film narratives of AI genre. It focuses on how marginalization in the post-colonial era
works invisibly under class, gender, and race in the technology driven world. The concept of the
Other will include gender and sexuality in robots besides race. The methodology involves indepth analysis of the filmic representations of I, Robot (2004), Robocop (2014), and Ex Machina (2014)
using postcolonial, feminist and cultural theories.

Keywords: Technocolonialism, Othering, Gender, Sexuality.
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“

n a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been
split between active/male and passive/
female. The determining male gaze
projects its fantasy onto the female figure, which
is styled accordingly.”(Mulvey 116) This is
simply a method of ‘regulation by patriarchy’
(Geetha 21) to suppress and confine females as a
commodity or object rather than as the subject.
Thus, she becomes the type – sexually exciting
beauty to look at or the ugly, unwanted nagging
or dumb woman. This is not the case with the
hero, in keeping up with the male ideology and
psychic structures; he cannot be subjected to
sexual objectification. (118) He becomes the one
whose actions heads the story forward, controls
the representative power as well as the film
fantasy. His male power is precipitated both
ways, by means of his powerful look and also by
his way of controlling the events in the story. (119)

I

Any culture’s art reflects its values and when one
scrutinizes the certain trends in sci-fi films with
AI controlled female bots; it sheds light on how
females are viewed. Moreover, the internal
division or discrimination based on racial-gender
aspects can also be learned from such analysis.
AI movie Ex Machina (2014) directed by Alex
Garland, where Kyoto and Eva subordinate the
screen to Nathan, are also clearly etched in the
same style, though the main roles are for the
females.
“Throughout all media, especially in films, Asian
women are continuously depicted as fetishized,
monstrous or both. Female Asian characters are
dehumanized to suit the desires of characters and
viewers which wish to sexualize or abjectify them
. . .” says Trevor Richardson. The on-screen series
treatment of Asian women in such films shows a
series of violence against people who are not
white. In many ways it seems a fictional space

where this discrimination and exploitation occurs
but the still the violence inflicted upon them seem
trivial, aesthetic or serving mainly to advance
plot; especially in Ex Machina where the white
woman’s plot is furthered via an Asian woman’s
(Kyoto) struggles. This casual attitude towards
violence against Asian women’s bodies very
much show the colonialist views like Robert Stam
and Louis Spence’s article, Colonialism, Racism
and Representation says (Richardson). This exploitation is due to the power dynamics between
European/American histories of Asian non-white
oppression.
Gender dynamics in these films deal with
objectification and abjectification hand in hand.
Objectification can be defined as the idea of
reducing a complex, living individual with
agency and individuality to reduce them to an
object with which others could use or control
(Richardson). Like the power dynamics of both
being the subject and the product (Stacey 8) is
also at play in this movie. For example, the
female bots are designed by men according to
the male desire of the creator: her color, body
shapes, curves, race and even her sexuality are
modulated. This result in their creation as a
subject bound to appear, to feel, and to appear in
the way that the creator wants it to be and at the
same time, as an object to be enjoyed, and gazed,
this removes their agency. For instance in Ex
Machina where Nathan Views Ava only as part
of continuum which is to be switched off and her
mind downloaded for a better one.
Abjectifiction can be seen as an act of Othering.
Inverting or perverting that it is the opposite of
what is normal and conflicts with the usual norms
and also equally inciting repulsion or hatred. In
Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, Julia
Kristeva define the abject as “what disturbs
identity, system, order. What does not respect
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borders, positions, rules”(4). The film portrays
the uncanniness of a robot to both desire and
abject it. For example, the Asian females are
presented as both, desirable and abjectful, when
the desire is over. At the same time, there is a
degree of skin colour movement from dark to
light in Nathan’s construction of robots. Consequently, the newest robot or continuum after Ava
should be a pure white female.
It is also to be noted that the degree of perfection
goes higher with each of these bots starting with
the African AI bot which is shown as a dummy
to the American AI Ava. These Asian and African
bots are used as both sexual objects and abjects
like Kyoto. Kyoto is a robot meant to sexually
pleasurize him, clean the house, cook and dance
to entertain him and finally to bear the brunt of
his anger every time. Unlike the white Ava, Kyoto
is denied the ability to speak and also she
becomes a stereotype of an Asian servile woman.
Though she is well aware of her existence as a
robot, she fails to act or to escape. She also faces
the situation of complete inaction when Caleb
asks her “where is Nathan?” in response she
simply unbuttons her shirt. But Kyoto and Ava
emerges from this subjugated stance when both
help each other and try to escape.
The movie also stereotypes the Asian women as
sexually, vulnerable especially to white men. This
stereotyping of Asian women, like ‘Geisha’ is also
discussed in detail by Patricia Park in her The
Madame Butterfly Effect: Tracing the History of a
Fetish (Richardson). Abjectification of Kyoto is
also developed through her self-destruction by
peeling off her skin on her own and exposing it
to Caleb. Again, her protruding eyes gaze without
the eye socket at the audience inflicts the extreme
forms of abjectification. On a deeper note, it can
also mean Asian women as sexually high, self

destructive and muted to voice their problems
unlike Ava.
Ava on the other hand, being depicted as a white
racial bot; possesses the so-called soft and good
manners, better communicative, and persuasive
powers. Another difference between them is, in
addition to Ava being depicted as well-behaved
she has higher level of intellect and desires to
wear covering clothes on her body as opposed to
dumb Kyoto’s half-naked appearance with only
average comprehensive ability. Another racial
implication from the movie reads whites as the
supreme creation of God (here Nathan) and the
creation of blacks, thought to be the first humans,
only as an experimental act of God, like than of
Nathan’s. These set the characters at different
levels of power in the audience’s eyes and because
Kyoto is the one who is more sexual and more
abject, the film continues the negative racial
power nexus introduced by colonialism.
In the end, when Kyoto’s jaws are forcibly
removed by Nathan’s steel blow, once again her
abjectification resurfaces while Ava on the hand
endures. Kyoto is made immobile from the blow,
but Ava who was rescued by Kyoto from the glass
room escapes. Thus, this scene again shows the
sacrificing mentality of Asian women, again a
stereotype. Danielle Wong in her paper, Dismembered Asian/American Android Parts in Ex Machina
as ‘Inorganic’ Critique sees this end as prioritizing
a white woman’s freedom over an Asian woman
(Richardson). She suggests the film equalizes
freedom with whiteness and a neo-liberal understanding of a race in which Ava wearing an Asian
robot’s skin is an act of colour blindness which
ignores the sacrifices Asian female robot have
made for her freedom.
The film further sheds light on how are women
viewed and likely to be desired from a future
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perspective. The same weight of expectation as
an extension falls on the future robotic creations
as well. Just like the classical Hollywood and the
contemporary Hollywood moulds the imagination of the viewers by normalizing the
stereotypical notions on the female body and
behavior. Just like Lois Bunner’s American Beauty
(1983) traces the signs through which women’s
bodies are made to define the expected notions
of beauty and womanly ways. (Connell and
Pearse 112) Here, both the racial and gender
expectations of the dominant discourse are
achieved through the characters of Ava and
Kyoto. Racial domination and suppression both
are simultaneously achieved through Nathan’s
complete control over the mind and body of
Kyoto. The soft, mild, passive and submissive
attitude of Kyoto and to a lesser extend of Ava
reflect what is continuously expected of the
females. But in this case, the gendering itself is
problematic since both are automatons with both
the physical and psychological design by Nathan.
Therefore, they contain within them the scope
for Judith Butler’s idea of “gender radicalism
consists not of mobilization around an identity
such as women, but of actions that subvert
identity, disrupt gender dichotomy and displace
gender norm,”(117) but hardly anything of the
kind happen for these female gendered robots
though their gender is programed. Thus, they
continuously project the male desire in the
creation of females and amazingly, even the
gender fluidity of robots (with the ability to shift
body parts) does not spare them from gender
expectations and norms.
In I, Robot detective Spooner ’s character
realization through an Afro-American actor Will
Smith depicting his hybrid identity just like the
character is also political. Detective Sponner’s
story goes as a cyborg, helped by the elder
American scientist named Alfred Lanning that

restored him to normal life. This scar of human
cyborg existence has dual significance. In one
reading, it means his ineptness for giving him a
second life. This implies a dominant point of
view, the emancipation of Africans at the mercy
of Americans, though in actuality this African
equality was fought for as Afro-Americans won
the civil war, and hence could mean the task of
safeguarding America and American lives rests
invariably with the newly equalized AfroAmericans. Just like the movie itself where only
African people head the police department, thus
the burden of safety rest with them. Moreover,
like the racial discriminations in America, all the
characters are mocked and represented as
mentally invalid, like Sponner himself, his
colleagues or his granny. The scar is therefore a
reminder or token of the African history in
America, of slavery, persecution and revolt.
Another reading of the racial theme calls for the
‘in-between’ (Homi Bhabha) state of Sponner like
his origins. Though in Chicago, the center of
America, his aunt and himself lead lonely lives
filled with boredom which also crept in his
marital life, leading to his divorce. One of the
reasons said for his divorce is because of his
unstable mind after the car accident. Besides, he
is shown as an individual with hyper sensitivity,
abnormal behavior and heavy suspicion against
robots. His hybrid state of being a cyborg, finding
his society neither with robots nor with the
American people equates him to an invalid being,
in a way equal to the title of the movie, I, Robot. It
may hint his final settling down with the identity
of a robot, as also Sonny the robot is only one
character that comes to understand him
completely. His and granny’s lonely lives, with
only relatively a small degree of social interaction
indicates that the only means of survival is
ghettoization within America. This is stated much
clearly by bell hooks in her Black Looks: Race and
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Representation (1992) on Afro-American representation:

identity and ethics in the construction of robots
and mutants similar to humans looms large.

. . . we are most likely to see the images
of black people that reinforce and
reinscribe white supremacy. Those
images may be constructed by who have
not divested of racism or by people of
colour/black people who may see the
world through the lens of white supremacy (Berger 1).

In his book, TechGnosis: Myth, Magic, and
Mysticism in the Age of Information (1998), Davis
wrote that machines will become a mirror, to
compare and view ourselves. (Kim and Kim) Six
major views on humanoid robots are suggested
like i) robots as the frightening Other, ii) robots
as the subhuman Other, iii) robots as the human
substitute, iv) robots as the sentient Other, v)
robots as the divine Other and vi) robots as the
co-evolutionary path to immortality, by Min-Sun
and Eun-Joo Kim in Humanoid Robots as “The
Cultural Other”: are we able to love our creations?
All these converge to the argument that, since
humans are everyday becoming more fused with
technology, should the evolution of ‘robo sapiens’
(Kim and Kim) be held at a distance from our
own evolution. Thus, they ubiquitously advocate
for the recognition as robots as a separate race,
full with rights and dignity. This sums up the
laden feelings of slavery and discrimination
experienced by robots in I, Robot led by Sonny
(robot) later in the climax. The ending scene thus
anticipates the future of a robotic revolution for
equality with human race on earth.

Another kind of Othering focused is robots as the
cultural other, creating a ‘race unto themselves’
(Kim and Kim). This Othering basically operates
because of the status of robots as more capable
to tasks but less than humans in humanness. The
foundation of this belief is that though in the
movies they take on human-like forms,
behaviours or other characteristics, they will
never count as the individual and divine creation
of the mystic power. Othering has always been
an inevitable historical and social factor
experienced and practiced by many. It can be
particularly against some race, gender, class, age
group, or any other but here it attains an
overarching ambiguity since robots are neither
humans nor animals. They are just human
creations for human convenience, created with
hardwire and software for performing tasks. For
only the hardwire designing component pulls
them closer to humans or their imitative capacity.
It becomes complicated to decide that because of
resemblance in appearance or behaviour to
humans, they can also be equated with humans.
In a world were humans hardly care for one other,
what can become of robots? There are clearly few
chances that they will be viewed with sympathy
and dignity by all. Take for instance, the peaking
refugee crisis in the world and the zero gravity
attention laid on them by the developed nations
of the world. Therefore, the emerging issue of

Adding on to these kinds of Othering, nationwise Othering is also present throughout the
select movies. Initially the presence, whereabouts and state of goings of nations other than
US are nowhere within these films except for the
beginning of Robocop. This is the similar case with
many other AI movies, for example Terminator
series, Bladerunner (2017), etc. can this imply a
future of non-existence for other nations of the
world is a curious question. Many of these movies
exclusively deal with the apocalypse theme but
most unlikely even in this case, the only focus is
America. This deliberate erasure or the absent
presence of other nations carries heavily loaded
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political implications from Hollywood as the
main film industry of the world. At one level of
representation, it simply reflects the spacial
location and temporality is limited to the
restricted experiences of the protagonist. At the
second level, it means that the only center as
represented by the production needs illustration
or more literally that only America is the center
that needs attention. Thirdly, it can mean that the
non-existence of other nations like the survival
of the fittest theory in the technological era. Thus
for them, there is hardly any need for its
depiction. Lastly, the more political kind of
meaning arises in that, it showcases a world that
is technologically captured by one of the super
powers of the world. Does it need any other
representation than the drawing of the victor?
This is exactly what tries to answer the many
questions regarding the absence of the other
nations imaginary. Here comes the importance
of the initial scenes of Robocop, it provides a vision
of the militarized near-future of other nations of
the world. The scene where the people are
continuously scanned frightened and gun
pointed in the name of peace, this technocracy
has the potential to bring about a totalitarian
technocolonial regime or more aptly a surveillance state. And to this center, all the rest of the
people stands oblique and unnecessary, and
thereby, their absent presence. Thus, it is this lack
of a multicultural perspective in engaging other
nations, their people and phenomenon that make
these movies narrowed and isolated, leading to
these conclusions. Though, minor representations like foreign scientists working for US based
capital companies are the also the reliable threads
to account for a demolished nation and economy.
A very recent example of contemporaneous
technological Othering is:
Barack Obama’s government uses algorithmic methods to identify targets
without even knowing their identities. In

2012, the Washington Post published a
story about something called ‘the
disposition matrix.’ This was the Obama
administration’s ‘next generation targeting list,’ a sort of spread sheet of doom
used to keep track of all those foreigners
marked for anonymous drone assassination as alleged terrorists. (Fraze 131)
Adding on to this problem of ‘signature strikes’
(Fraze 132) is the fact that these operations are
partially automated. “The Washington Post reports
on the development of algorithms for the same. . .
that allow the CIA and Joint Special Operations
Command to hit targets based on patterns of
activity . . . even when the identities of those who
would be killed is unclear” (Fraze 132). This is
sadly astonishing that these acts are supported
by a substantial number of Americans for
xenophobia, though also a class phenomenon as
well (Fraze 133).
Thus, the political metaphor of these acts direct
towards the term technological Othering,
foreseen in the coming age of technocolonialism.
It becomes only one side of technocolonisation,
yet there are many undiscovered realms to it, that
needs immediate attention. The present technology advancing us every moment to the future
brings us each moment to this inevitable event.
The technological future in this way becomes an
arena where resistance and revolts will be totally
crushed in other names. Of them one being, ‘the
digital industry’ that replaces the term ‘culture
industry’ (Adorno and Hork-heimer), with its
process of mass passivisation through the digital
sphere.
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The family acts as the microcosm of the nation and Indian cinema has always upheld the sanctity
and values of the family and the nation. The family endures and sustains itself due to the sacrificial
stance of its members, especially the women, who are bound to it through the institution of
marriage. The wedding movie, a sub genre of the feudal family romance of Hindi cinema pays
allegiance to the values of family and nationhood. Bollywood that has given rise to quintessential
wedding movies like Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge has also witnessed the subversion of the
wedding genre through movies like Queen and Highway. The latter movies begin as wedding
movies, but mutate early on into bildungsroaman cum travel movies that deconstruct notions of
marriage and gender expectations cherished by the patriarchal family and the national ethos.

Keywords: Wedding Movie, Bildungsroman, Travel Movie, Subversion,
Patriarchal Family, National Ethos.
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C

inema, like most cultural products,
reflects the values and ideologies of a
society and reinforces and caters to an
elitist national ethos. Hindi cinema,
which is regarded as the national cinema of India,
has always fostered a sense of nation-ness by
using parameters that match the cultural and
moral values of the elitist classes. Bourgeois and
patriarchal in nature, commercial Hindi cinema
strives to create “a moral universe” in which
“social duties, love of nation, and kinship bonds
outweigh individualism and personal desires.”
(Sharpe 64) The feudal Hindu family, which is
the microcosm of the nation, becomes the
“primary trope” of Indian cinema and maintaining family values which are on par with
national values gains priority therein. (Virdi 7)
The stability and sustenance of the family is
ensured in cinema mainly through the women
characters, who are portrayed as idealized beings
fitting into moulds of femininity.
The feudal family romance of Hindi cinema
usually has a stereotyped three-fold structure
which traces the “linear progression from
patriarchal status quo to a definite or indefinite
rebellion/conflict and then finally to a resolution
where patriarchal authority is restored with
minor diachronic change.”(Mehta 8) The movies
invariably depict love stories where the hero and
the heroine meet and fall in love with each other,
often against the wishes of the elders and the
patriarchs of the families and work towards
resolving these conflicts by uniting the couple in
marriage and integrating them into the ideology
of the family. In the “conservative conclusion” of
the movie, the couple are “incorporated into the
governing ideology of the khandaan or extended
feudal family... [after] reconciliation between the
hero and the patriarch.” (Gopal 20) An important
sub genre of the family melodrama is the
wedding movie which stages an elaborate

North Indian marriage ceremony, (Sharpe 61)
with all the paraphernalia of the wedding like
religious rituals, singing, dancing and feasting,
resplendent costumes, celebrations and the
convergence of family members and friends. Like
the family melo-drama, the wedding genre movie
also upholds and celebrates the patriarchal family
and its values and depicts the “nation and/as
family” being repeatedly “troubled by conflicts,”
but being “rescued by adopting a devotional
stance to the fiction called nation.” (Virdi 32-34)
Bollywood has produced several movies
belonging to the wedding genre that have
celebrated the triumph of the Indian joint family
and its values. Dil Wale Dhulhaniya Le Jayengi
(abbreviated as DDLJ), a movie directed by
Aditya Chopra, which grossed high at the box
office and continued to be popular both inside
and outside India decades after it was released,
stands out among Bollywood wedding movies
for strongly upholding familial values and
Indian-ness. Monsoon Wedding, another notable
movie of the wedding genre directed by the
internationally-acclaimed diasporic film maker,
Mira Nair, has elements of the Bollywood
wedding film in it, but has many deviations and
diversions as well. Both DDLJ and Monsoon
Wedding are movies that follow this pattern of
disturbance to the patriarchal status quo and the
resolution whereby the couple are integrated into
family.
A brief overview of DDLJ and Monsoon Wedding
will enlighten us on the extent to which wedding
movies adhere to the prescribed formula of the
family romance and to the national ethos and
values. Released in the 1990s, when a bourgeois
consumerist culture was at its peak due to
economic liberation, DDLJ is a movie that depicts
“wealthy Indian families with traditional values”
living abroad (Sharpe 60) and “desiring to
reconnect with their birthplace through the idea
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of a glorious Hindu past.”(Mishra 30-31) Baldev,
the patriarch of the immigrant Indian family
residing in England is a person who takes pride
in the fact that he has “kept alive the heart of
Hindustan in the middle of London” (00:18:5700:19:01), an act predominantly accomplished by
the traditional grooming he has given his
daughters. The elder daughter, Simran (enacted
by the actress Kajol), who is also the bride of the
wedding movie, exemplifies the typical Indian
woman who has to submit to patriarchal
authority in many matters including the choice
of her bridegroom. She has no agency of her own
and has to accept her father’s arrangement of her
marriage to his friend’s son, a stranger whom she
had never met in her life and whose morals and
intentions in marrying her are dubious. She has
no choice but to accompany her father to his
ancestral house in rural Punjab where elaborate
arrangements for the wedding are in full swing.
In a typical damsel-in-distress trope, Simran’s
lover Raj (Shah Rukh Khan) comes over to Punjab
from England to save her from a marriage she
loathes. Though born and brought up in England,
Raj conforms to traditional Indian values in
winning the bride and waits for the approval of
the bride’s father. The film ends by reaffirming
the strength of traditional values, with the
patriarch handing over his daughter to the groom
in the traditional Indian way of kanyadaan.
Simran’s persona in the film as bride and
daughter makes amends for the “potential
disruption” and “impurity” caused by immigration and globalisation “through a remapping
of the nation’s boundaries ... [by] the preservation of women’s sexuality, a process which
once again conflates with the preservation of
nation-ness with the protection of women.”
(Fernandes 157)
Monsoon Wedding, directed by Mira Nair, the
diasporic film-maker who has made films that

go against the status quo, gives a twist to the
wedding movie by redefining the persona of
Aditi, the bride-to-be as an independent,
sophisticated, cosmopolitan girl, who has her
own views and opinions and acts accordingly.
The extended family of the bride, that is spread
out in various parts of the globe and that
assembles in Delhi to celebrate her wedding, is
progressive, jovial, relaxed and less rigid and
patriarchal when compared to the family in
DDLJ. The film has been aptly set in cosmopolitan Delhi in contrast to the rural Punjab of
DDLJ, an idyllic locale of traditional values. The
persona of Aditi, the bride of the movie, who
continues her physical relationship with her
married boyfriend even a day or two before the
wedding, subverts from the stereotyped image
of the coy, chaste and tradition-bound bride of
Bollywood cinema. However, the movie has a
conventional closure with the female protagonist
marrying the groom chosen by her family in a
colourful and ritualistic wedding ceremony.
Though the movie celebrates the warmth and
security brought about by an extended family and
the sanctity of wedding rituals, it deviates from
the usual family melodrama or wedding movie
of Bollywood by critiquing the family and
exposing its unsavoury side and ugly secrets like
paedophilia and sexual molestation of the girl
child. The bride’s cousin, Ria takes the bold
stance of confronting and exposing a staunch and
indispensable relative who had molested her
sexually during childhood. The situation is
resolved with the molester being expelled from
the family and the girl being embraced into the
family fold and being sought after as prospective
bride for a kinsman. The sexually molested
woman thus gains acceptance first in the family
and then in the institution of marriage. The last
scene portrays a dance of joy in the pouring
monsoon after the wedding ceremony, in which
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all the members of the family join. The newlymarried maid of the household also joins the
dance with her bridegroom, thereby reinforcing
the unity and benevolence of the family, the
protection of women and an egalitarian bridging
of class divisions. Thus, though Monsoon Wedding
swerves from the standard depiction of the bride
and the joint family in commercial cinema, it
nevertheless validates the strength of the Indian
joint family and the sacredness of the bond of
marriage. The Indian joint family gains strength
from the submission of all members of the family
to its principles and by the binding of younger
women to it through marriage. Since the twin
institutions of marriage and family play a large
role in maintaining well-demarcated gender roles
and in preserving national ideals like the chastity
and subservience of women, they become pivots
on which the family romance and the wedding
genre movie revolve. Though Bollywood usually
churns out films that conform to national ideals
and gender stereotypes, films that redefine
notions of nationhood, family, gender equality,
marriage and couple formation have also been
made, especially at the turn of the millennium.
The paper proposes to analyse two Bollywood
movies that were released in the year 2014, Queen,
directed by Vikas Bahl and Highway, directed by
Imtiaz Ali, to find out in what respects they
deviate from quintessential wedding movies like
DDLJ and Monsoon Wedding. Queen and Highway
deconstruct the parameters of the family romance
and the wedding genre by beginning as wedding
movies, but mutating very soon into female
bildungsroman cum travel films.
Bildungsroman, a genre of the novel, which also
came to be employed extensively in cinema,
depicts the psychological and moral evolution
and growth of the central character to maturity
and adulthood within a defined social context.
The word bildungsroman (the plural form being

bildungsromane), is a combination of two
German words, bildung, meaning education and
roman meaning novel. The protagonist of the
bildungsroman suffers “a profound emotional
loss at the beginning of the story” (“What is”)
and this prompts him to set out on a journey in
search for remedies and answers. He undergoes
a stage of education or apprenticeship during the
course of the journey and acquires a maturity and
wisdom that enables him to “remedy a situation
or problem” and steer his life forward and there
is a perceptible change in his character as the
story ends (Littlehale). The bildungsroman is a
male-dominated genre that depicts the
experiences of a male hero, but there have also
been female bildungsromane and the movies
Queen and Highway fall into that category. They
depict the transformation of the female
protagonists into self-reliant single women who
undergo journeys of self-actualisation and
growth, instead of ending up in marriages that
tie them to husbands and families. Rita Felski’s
observations on the 19th century female protagonist in her book, Beyond Feminist Aesthetics:
Feminist Literature and Social Change, are also
applicable to the heroine of Hindi cinema.
According to her, the female protagonist’s “...
trajectory remains limited to the journey from the
parental to the marital home and ... [her] destiny
remains permanently linked to that of her male
companion” (125). Rani and Veera, the protagonists of Queen and Highway respectively, negate
this statement by undergoing journeys that do
not bind them to matrimony and the family, but
set them on the path of self-development and
identity formation.
As already mentioned, the journey of the
bildungsroman is triggered by an emotional loss
suffered by the protagonist. In Queen and Highway, the emotional loss and ensuing shock
happen as a result of the cancellation/post-
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ponement of the weddings of the heroines, a
disruption that is on par with the disturbance of
the patriarchal order inherent in the formulae of
many family romance films. Queen and Highway
open with all the paraphernalia of a wedding
movie including decorations, song and dance
sequences, shopping sessions, arrival of relatives
and so on, but the celebrations come to a standstill
and the marriages do not attain fruition. In Queen,
the wedding is cancelled when the bridegroom,
Vijay backtracks as he finds the prospective bride,
Rani unattractive and unbecoming. In Highway,
the marriage is postponed when the bride-to-be,
Veera Tripathi is kidnapped on the wedding eve
by gangsters and is taken away on a long truck
journey that spans several states of North India.
In the first movie, we have the jilted and
humiliated bride, whereas in the second, we have
an abducted and manhandled one and both
images are quite different from the usual
portrayals of the bride as a coy, coveted and
beautiful woman who fits into the contours of
tradition and nationhood. The audience initially
partake of the shock of the disrupted marriages
and gradually come to terms with the images of
the jilted bride and the abducted one.
The disruption of the weddings in the films is a
boon for the female protagonists if we consider
Susan Fraiman’s observations on how marriage
hinders the development of the female protagonist: “... when the mentor is a husband and
when apprenticeship reduces to a process of
marital binding, it never leads the heroine to
mastery but only to a lifetime as perennial
novice”(6). Rather than being circumscribed by
marriages, the heroines of Queen and Highway
undergo development by making literal and
metaphorical journeys of self-exploration,
identity formation and transformation. Queen
begins by presenting its protagonist, Rani
(Kangana Ranaut) as a jilted bride, who pleads

with her fiancé to rethink his decision about the
cancellation and locks herself up in her room,
unable to face her family members. The movie
depicts her transformation into a confident and
proud woman who returns the engagement ring
to her fiancé, and walks away from the cringing
man as the movie ends. The trigger point for the
transformation comes when she decides not to
cancel her honeymoon trip to Paris but to pursue
it alone. The solo journey made by a girl, who
would never step out of her house in Delhi
without being accompanied by her younger
brother, becomes educative and transformative.
Unlike Simran in DDLJ who travels to her roots
in India, here is a girl who travels away from
India to the West. The ideal Indian woman in
cinema is conceived in terms of the binaries of
East and the West, which were also binaries that
demarcated the good woman from the bad and
the moral from the immoral. Accordingly, “‘bad
women’ in popular films have frequently been
‘Westernized vamps,’ ... the signifying markers
being short hair, consumption of cigarettes and
alcohol, revealing Western attire etc.”(Mehta 78). Rani has her share of Western grooming
which includes experiences like solo trips and
sightseeing, meeting and befriending single
mothers and call girls, exposure to the idea of
casual sex, pubs, discos and drinking sprees and
the sharing of a dormitory with men. An
exposure to these experiences, which were
regarded as condemnable from an Indian
perspective, brings about a complete revamping
of the ideal Indian woman conceived by cinema.
The journey has a corrective influence on Rani’s
Indian grooming and turns her from a timid,
docile and cringing girl into a confident and selfrespecting woman who steers and directs her
own life. The movie conveys by flashbacks the
restrictions and taboos that her fiancé Vijai had
placed on her when she was in India and how
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her trip abroad enables her to break each one of
these taboos. She dances in drunkenness with
men at the disco and later at the street with her
hair let loose as she remembers how Vijai had
chided her for dancing before men and tarnishing his “image” in India (Queen 56:08-17). In
Amsterdam, when she drives a car in the time of
an emergency, she reminisces how her fiancé had
dissuaded her from learning to drive back home.
In short, Rani’s journey emancipates her from the
fetters that tie her down to the tags that define
Indian womanhood.
Speaking of the presence of a ‘mentor’ who
usually guides the protagonist of the
bildungsroman, Esther Kleinbord Labovitz
points out that the female protagonist of the
bildungsroman usually has “no sharp delineation
of herself or her role, taking her identity from
the man she marries” (194). Queen, a womancentred movie sans a hero departs from the usual
brand of Bollywood movies that depict a
stereotypical hero— handsome, masculine,
worthy of the heroine by his credentials and a
mentor of sorts to her. Vijay, the bridegroom in
Queen is no hero by Bollywood standards, but a
person without integrity. In fact, the typical hero
of Bollywood cinema is substituted here by other
alternatives. The masculine hero, who invariably
acts as the saviour of the damsel in distress, is
absent and the lacunae is filled first by a female
character whose virtue is compromised as per
Bollywood standards, namely, Vijaylaxmi (played
by Lisa Haydon), the half-Indian stewardess of
the hotel in Paris and later by three young men
from different parts of the globe who become
Rani’s roommates in the city of Amsterdam —
Takka from Japan, Olexsander from Russia and
Tim from France. Initially, Rani is shocked by
the ways of the scantily clad Vijailaxmi, a single
mother who smokes and has casual sex with
strangers. But soon, the latter becomes Rani’s

friend, philosopher, confidant and guide in the
city of Paris and initiates her into the free life of
Paris with its pubs, discos, free notions of sex and
so on. She takes Rani sightseeing and there is the
frame where the two women gaze at the
glimmering Tower of Eiffel together. A deep
bond develops between the two, a bond that is
very much homo-social as against the usual
hetero-normative relationships depicted in
mainstream cinema. In the railway station where
Rani boards her train to Amsterdam, Vijailaxmi
tells her, “Rani, you lost a Vijay? But you gained
a Vijailaxmi,” (Queen 1:15:37-43) suggesting a shift
from the hetero-normative to the homo-social
order, where women become pillars of support
and strength to each other. In Amsterdam, Rani
develops a warm relationship with her three male
roommates and they share each others’ woes and
joys. This bond based on trust, mutual concern
and respect is much different from the
relationship of the heroine with a hero which
invariably culminates in marriage. Roche (Mish
Boyko), the Italian cook with whom Rani shares
a stall at a cooking cum sales competition, is a
person with whom she has a warm but transitory
relationship. She admits to Takka, her Japanese
roommate that she has “a crush on him [Roche]
and on Salman Khan” (00:55:37-38). As Rani parts
with Roche after the competition, she savours for
the first time a lip to lip kiss with him. Such shortlived affairs and exhibition of intimacy in public
are usually forbidden for Indian girls both in the
silver screen and in the actual world. The three
boys with whom she shares her room treat her
with tenderness and dignity and her so-called
honeymoon is spent sightseeing and visiting sites
with the trio. Rani’s bonding with Vijaylaxmi, her
friendship with her male roommates and her
crush on the Italian cook, Roche indicate a shift
from the usual practice of mainstream cinema
that deems monogamous heterosexual relation-
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ships that end up in marriages as the only lot of
young maidens.
Highway, a wedding movie that trans-mutates
early on into a road movie portrays a female
protagonist who undergoes a trip through the
highways of North India in a journey that turns
out to be one of catharsis and inner healing. The
image of the abducted bride, with her hands tied
and mouth stuffed with cloth, hidden behind the
shutters of the lorry and shoved into dingy rooms
in desolate and dismal places to prevent
discovery, jar against the usual images of brides
who bask in the glory of the pre-nuptial ceremonies in their safe and resplendent households
or khandhans. After a point of time, Veera (Alia
Bhatt) becomes comfortable and acclimatized
with her state of abduction and starts confiding
in her abductors, revealing to them her craving
for outdoor spaces and the claustrophobia she
experienced in closed spaces including her own
home and the hotel rooms where her family
stayed during childhood trips. Her reluctance to
return to her house is so acute that when the
police examine the truck at a check post, she hides
herself from their view. She gradually gains the
trust of her abductors with her friendliness and
frank talk, is not handcuffed anymore and is
allowed to sit beside the driver’s seat to enjoy the
scenic view and her new-found freedom. She
relishes the landscape, the cloud-filled sky, the
huge trees and the snow-clad mountains during
the drive and finally reaches the mountainous
terrain of Himachal Pradesh with Mahabir
(Randeep Hooda), her abductor. In a case of
Stockholm syndrome, where the victim has
feelings of affection and trust for the kidnapper,
Veera is drawn towards Mahabir and dreams of
living with him in a small house amidst the
verdant pasture, gurgling streams and the tribal
people of Himalayas.

Highway has inter-textuality with Monsoon
Wedding in certain aspects, the first being in the
bride’s impatience with the customs and the
etiquette of the extended family, her suffocation
with the elaborate wedding preparations and her
anxiety to escape from the closed interiors of the
household. If Veera sneaks out with her fiancé
on the wedding eve, Aditi in Monsoon Wedding
sneaks out to meet her secret lover. Aditi returns
to her family and ends up marrying her fiancé,
but Veera does not. When her dream of living
with Mahabir goes unrealised due to his death
in a police encounter, she stays with her family
till she convalesces and then leaves her house to
go to the Himalayas once again, where in an effort
at entrepreneurship, she starts her unit for
natural products and remains single like Rani in
Queen. The ending of the movie thus becomes a
deconstruction of the ending of wedding movies
and family romances where the couple are made
to unite overcoming all hurdles in their path. The
second point of inter-textuality with Monsoon
Wedding is the issue of paedophilia or sexual
molestation of children and if in Monsoon
Wedding, it is the bride’s cousin who is subjected
to it, in Highway, it the bride-to-be herself who is
the victim. Like Ria in the former movie, Veera is
sexually abused several times by her uncle during
childhood. When her molester warns her not to
reveal the episode to anyone and when even her
mother asks her to remain silent about it, the pain
and shame she experiences leave deep imprints
on her character. She gains strength, relief and
clear-sightedness only after her journey through
the highway and after opening up to Mahabir,
her abductor. The scene where she confronts the
molester in the presence of all the family
members is similar to the scene in Monsoon
Wedding where Ria confronts the paedophile. But
if Ria is embraced into the family’s fold by the
patriarch after ousting the molester in Monsoon
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Wedding, there is no such reconciliation in
Highway. Veera resolves the situation on her own
and leaves the family to live life in her own terms.
While Monsoon Wedding ends with the celebration
of two marriages and hints that another one
would be materialised soon, there is no marriage
at the end of Highway.
Mahabir, the male protagonist of Highway, redefines the conventional hero of mainstream
cinema who is usually cast as a handsome,
virtuous, family-oriented, upper middle class and
upper caste person. He has none of these
qualities, is rough, unattractive and has murdered three people, a fact he keeps reminding
Veera to dissuade her from wooing him.
Furthermore, he is an abductor who wants to
make ransom money for the release of the
abducted girl and if that does not work, he plans
to sell her in a brothel. He is a far cry from the
heroes of DDLJ and Monsoon Wedding who are
portrayed as upper middle class NRIs with
honourable intentions. However, after a point of
time, as he opens up to Veera, we come to witness
the layers of tenderness beneath his rough
exterior. The journey through the highways and
to the Himalayas turns out to be cathartic to the
duo and Mahabir’s association with Veera evokes
tender and painful memories of his mother and
the lullaby she used to sing for him in the fields
during his infancy. He is angered by the
harshness of the upper class people and their
exploitation of the poor and this is another point
of connection between him and Veera who finds
her upper class home a prison. As Veera
convalesces in her house after the death of
Mahabir, she confronts her family saying, “I was
kidnapped, but I was free there. I’m in a prison
here.” (Highway11:44-43) She points out the lack
of safety the girl child faces within the upper class
family and distances herself form such a world:
“I’m not okay with this. The world where it

[sexual molestation of the girl child] happens....
Why didn’t you say that I should be careful inside
the house too. That I should protect myself from
you all.... I was so exposed here. Inside my own
house.... I am not one of you. I will not return”
(9:00-07:25). The upper middle class family thus
becomes a zone of peril and insecurity from
which the daughter seeks salvation and escape.
Both Queen and Highway deconstruct the notion
that marriage is the ultimate destiny for women
and the only institution that would make them
happy and secure. Relationships outside wedlock become permissible as is evident in Veera’s
feelings for Mahabir — she spends one night with
him in a small cottage on the mountains of
Himalayas before he is shot dead by the cops.
She had made her intentions clear to Mahabir
when he was alive – “There’s no plan of raising
kids or marrying. All I want is a little more. A
little longer with you.” (Highway 38:13-37:26)
When Veera resumes her life in the Himalayas
after the Mahabir’s death, she sees an apparition
in which she and Mahabir as children unite and
hold hands in the verdure of Himalayas. This
suggests how a sexually abused girl child and a
young boy who bore the brunt of the class
inequality unite and offer solace and comfort to
each other in a relationship that is not definitely
that of marriage. Coming to the movie Queen,
Rani’s solo honeymoon trip changes her
demeanour to such an extent that when she
returns to Delhi and drops in at her former fiancé
Vijay’s house, his mother expresses her eagerness
at having her as her daughter in law and gives a
list of things they could do together as women of
the family: “leisurely cups of tea, then a little
gossip and some magazines. Then we’ll sally out
to the beauty parlour or see a film. I’ll tell you
what, join my kitty party” (Queen 2:18:33-2:18:42).
Rani lacks interest in any of these feminine
routines and leaves the house after returning the
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engagement ring to Vijay despite his pleading.
Rani’s timeline on Facebook displayed as the
movie comes to an end is filled with snaps of her
solo honeymoon trip and the friends she had
earned during the trip. Her status as it appears
on the timeline reads “Rani Mehra/ Lives in
Rajori/Single” (Queen 2:23:52-56). Queen is very
much about aloofness or being single. Earlier in
Paris, in her drunken state of self-pity, Rani had
told Vijailaxmi: “Look at me. I’m doing everything alone. I’m crossing roads alone. I’m looking
at the Eiffel Tower alone. I’m fighting muggers
alone” (Queen53:14-11). But as the movie comes
to an end, she proudly flaunts her status as single
woman and as a Queen, in an ironical twist to
the name that Vijai had bestowed upon her when
she was being wooed by him in her college days.
She remains a Queen who stands on her own feet
rather than a Queen attached to a King. The
unconventional ending or resolution of both the
movies signifies the great leap they have taken
from conventional wedding cum family romance
movies like DDLJ and Monsoon Wedding that
deem marriage as the only possible destiny for
young women.

the movies turns the heroines into “wild
nomad[s]” (Queen 1:36:41) who undergo unusual
journeys that empower them to “breast the wave
and take the tide” on their own (Queen 2:12:4243). Rather than ending up in a secure domestic
space as good wives and daughters-in-law, they
undergo journeys of self-transformation that
subvert the expectations that Indian cinema and
the national ethos have about Indian womanhood. This metamorphosis of the Indian woman
is facilitated by the transmutation of the wedding
genre movie into the travel movie and the
bildungsroman.

Though they differ in plot and storyline, both
Queen and Highway have many points of
similarity like the cancellation of marriages, the
journeys of growth and healing undertaken by
the female protagonists, the breaking of
shibboleths, the subversion of class privileges and
the single status of the heroines. The patriarchal
family, an institution that binds women to it by
way of marriage scores little in the movies due
the choice made by the heroines of the movies to
remain single and the disturbance to the
patriarchal order in the movies is retained till the
movies end. The woman ceases to be an object
transferred from her own family to her husband’s
family during marriage, but a person with an
individuality of her own. The journey motif in
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Aims and Scope of the Journal
Teresian Journal of English Studies is an international double blind peer
reviewed quarterly journal that publishes articles related to English
Language and Literature. It invites articles that are analytical and
innovative. It publishes contributions from leading scholars on
English language, literature and cultural studies.
The journal seeks submissions of previously unpublished articles on
topics connected to the discipline of English Literature.
The scopes of the journal include but are not limited to the following
topics:
Articles based on literature written in English language,
English linguistics, sociolinguistics,
Translation studies, English Language Teaching, Digital
Writing and Writings from the Margins.
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